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Floersheim Case. Young Amercia.

Christmas,
Christmas Ball.
Weddings. The Christmas Dance given by
BRUCE-APPLEGAT-

Citizens of Roy and their Ladie?,
the proceeds of which went to

E

Ata very pretty home wedding
at the home of the brides parents
- Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Bruce, of
Roy, Christmas day at High
Noon, Mr. Harris Applegate, and
Miss Mabel Bruce became man &
wife, Rev. W. C. Heaton administering the vows with the impressive Ring Ceremony, in the
presence of the immediate families of the young couple and a
few invited guests. Precisely on
the stroke of twelve the bride,
' most becomingly attired in a
Silk of navy blue
and groom in conventional black,
' took there places under a canopy
Pussy-Willo-

w

by Francis

the Red Cross Chapter was a
great success the Hall was packed full of people many coming
from Mill. Mosquero and other
towns and the surrounding .country. The ladies netted about $1C0
besides all had the time of there
lives and went, home rejoicing
at having attended. The Red
Cross Ladies are deeply grateful
for the amount received which,
with other generous donations
places it in their power to do
much good for the cause under
the direction of the National
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Management.

C. L, Wenseil, Manager of the
or cnnstmas ciewrations accomRoy
Tarding Co, remembered
panied by the groom's brother
Mr. Arthur Annlflsrate. as best .! each of his employees Chsistmaa
man and the bride's sister Miss witn a saving uertuicate with a
Helen Braes, as bride3 maid, $5.00 stamp affixed to each. It is
After the nuptial knot was firm- a handsome remembrenca and, if
ly tied and felicitations were each will add to the stamps as
over the company sat down to they save their, salaries instead
a sumptuous wedding dinner of spending them they will be a
provided by the bride's mother great service to them the plan and
devised
which attested culinary skill suggestion is the
and
it
was
happy
a
op
thought
brought down to an art, ad aftthe
part
Mr.,
of
Wenseil
to,
start
er a couple of hours of music and
social intercourse guests departed it in this clever manner, PostThis wedding is the culmination. master Johnson will explain tiU
of a whirlwind courtship begining plan of these '.certificate
at the P. O. any time;
with the first glimpse, each of
long
the other. The bride lias
Prof, and Mrs. Russell are
been the efficient and trusted having
a vacation trip to El Pas-scompositor and chief assistant in
given them by, the ilanag. r
the office of the
and is a of the Insuránea Company '
for
young lady of unusual natural
which he has bcon writing tife
gifts as well a3 trained in many Insurance
this winter, His remarts mat maKe ner a gin in ai arkable success in
securing businthousand. A swift aid aecurat ess
for his company is the reason
compositor and an expert in the for
this generous recognition.
use of the english language, the
It is likly that Prof, Russell will
equal of a man 'in the mechanical flfíf nt- fe
IrtfiMniá nti n
vyvirvu. u lunik MiuLb cue is
,
. nxt spring as he is so enthused
u ciijeiu couii uie uuiest oi
.
um,
eiliW,
housekeepers, and through busivia Albuquerque and make a real
ness women besides- being a
vacation of it
most agreeable daily companion
to work with in the ofñice.
The
Red Cross Chapter will meet
groom, a son of Mrs. Applegate
Friday afternoon, Dec 28, at the
of Solano and is intersted with Community
Hall to transact
his mother, brother and sister in
bustness deferred from
a tract of land in the Hoggatt
their regular meeting Monday on
tract which they will develope
account of Christmas activities.
into a- ranch-farnext summer. Members
ured to be present.
He is a talented young man and
the best proof of his good judgMayor Koy and his village
ment is fiis choice of a wife.
Trustees have removed from the
Mr. &zi Mrs. Applegate will live Florsheim building now occupied
in Roy and continue their job3 for by the Fairview Pharmacy, to
Congratulations Judge Foster's Office which will
the present.
and geod wishes of a host of bé the City Hall in the future.
friends .are theirs in their start
Mayor Roy and a corps of
on the journey of life together.
assistants have been the busiest
IJOIM ES CLELAND
people in town the past few days
assisting
in filling out "Question
Mr. N. ." Cleland, of Oklahoma and
Miss Gordon Holmes, of Roy,, went to naires" for the Registered men
Tucumcari last Wednesday and were of this community Bob Grunig
married, This comes as a surprise to
Atty. J.B. Lusk, W.H. Willcox
the many friends of the bride here,
but all. join in congratulations to the E. J, H. Roy and others have
lucky groom and wish her only unal- been helping him.
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The verüict in the Florsheim case
Last week we took occasion to menat Las Vegaa Inst week has astonished tion the clever boys who led
the Christ'imim-stances
many people who knew the
tian Enduavor and voice a littlo phoph-ec- y
Eurrounding the fire and comconcerning them. We have been
ment on the ease is ruch that we ex- ready to acknowledge
the inability of
pect some public sentiment to be ove old men to keep
pace with youth but
atcd by it which will result in pood we Rot a jolt
this week that made
eventually, .
us take note of some things.
The
will not comment on the
Two very young and extremely precase nor repeat even the mildest of possessing young ladies
called cur bluff
the expressions we have heard con- - with the following
declaration "You
Kcerninjf the case as it is not consider
are always blowing np the boys for
ed discrete for a newspaper to express every little thing1 they
do snd you nevopinions The verdict, according to the er notice what we
girls do even if it
daily papers was for r.pproximatol:' is Bmart. We lead
the Endeavor twice
$0,000.00 and costs in favor cf th2 and did
it as well or better than the
plaintiff. If this Rcea, then al'
boys did and you never noticed it at
ha all. We aro juot
other losers in the fire
as Fmurt ai they
equally entitled to dr.mni'es ,t a Very are but you swelled
their heads so they
hinrh rate of valuation, en aivoimt are not even nice
to us telling them
which would apparently put tiie i'lot-- ,
great thingj they are going to
aheim Company out of iiusiiiesa.
s 11. Wp intt
The case w.ll no doubt b taken; to, j((st a;i great thil,KS in
thc iuture a9
new irnu v.,
.ne supreme voun ii
,
of
d
M
to tlMlf na
not granted. It wdl be interest
u,i . .
cl,
,
note what elfcct this case wi'l huvj on th, . v
..tV
ail iü XKUltií, H IJC
me
iocKno.uera ok me ton. ic(;ua, to the i.tiii
task of ,unninR the fu.
pany and .foutsulo influences may nouture however a8
t the sk.m
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FOR SALE Four pood Milk Cows,!. Whereas, appeals arc constantly ne-a- ll
giving milk, one fresh. They nre;"1? "af'0. throughout the country in
, behalf of innumerabia war relief agen,
nil extra good ones.
'Í
L. A. Nugen, Roy, N, M., RFD 1 cm' nnl
,

j

Whereas, thc benevolent energiea of
T" .
The enter a.nment and pie supper jlhe country are be5n
dSíipateí1 b
;
cvea-Wednesday
given at Mills last
f,nch solicitations, and the flotation of
wg for the bencbt of the Hchoolsyaa Government loans, ai well aa
ucdded Buceas. The receipts. Kom n5onH for other worthy and IciUmaU
........ 0MrDose, mnv rnprp iv ho rrv niu- ,w
v..w .....
v.
T
I
'
goes into the school fund bcridc-s'nfect,.cj an(j
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YOUNG bank cashier
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Our

is changed by a false accu- -

sation from a mere social
butterfly into a man whose
primitive instincts are up- permost. Necessity, evokes
his latent energy and op
portunity develops all his powers till
he becomes the master spirit in aii im-

r
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portant engineering enterprise. He
eventually finds happiness in the love
of a charming Western girl.
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te
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loyed happiness.
The groom is a
young man cf fine appearance and he
expects to live here and hopes to persuade his father to come and buy land
here. His bride is the only daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Holmes and has lived
,

most of her short life in Roy.
The
joins heartily with a host
f friends in felicitations.
S-- A

cauterized at the hospital.

,

A Capital Story Without a Dull '
Installment!
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at four o'clock,
tv m.. at. thp. hnmA ftf ttio hwtrlp'a nur.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Bouiware,
was solemnized a wedding which uni
ted for life the destinies of Mr. Guy
Mitchell and Miss Emma Bouiware,
both prominent young people of PleasO

ant

Christmas day

View

community.

Rev.

O. W.

nftiiiA

tu

faer

I

i:iJ.

Ilearn administered the vows and the
wedding march was rendered beautifully by Miss Erma Russell, of Roy.
A wedding dinner followed participated in by the relatives of the young
couple and a few invitecf guests. The
groom is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mitchell and an exemplary young man
with bright prospects for the future.
Chrismas with parents and frienHis bride is the eldest daughter of
the Bouiware family and is a charm ds. His parents Henry Mitchell
ing and industrious young lady who and wife,, returned with
them
will be a real helpmeet in the new partfor a visit leaving Hugh and his
nership they have foi'med.
The
is but one of many friends bride in charge of the farm, all
who rejoice with them, and unite in the lamines were guests
at the
congratulations and felicitation. They IC.
L. Ju.stice horns in
ft
will reside on the groom's homestead
Wednesday.
near the parental homes.
S-- A

that the
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."Now aint that nice!" We are going
Sergeant Wolcott Russell was home
to recommend them to our friends a short time this week from Fort Bliss
whenever they have the misfortune to Texas, for a visit with family and his
have to stop over in Veas in future. ' many "friends.
He continues to improve and wears the khaki like a vet
Bud Farmer and wife, of Springer,
eran. .
drove-dowto Roy Saturday for a"
visit of an hour or two with friends
Prof. D. C. Clark, of Pleasant View
here. They remembered this office and
in future,
insist that the ,- must keep coming. School will read the
Their new car brings them closer than having made himself a Christmas
present of it.
.tarr eare c::r.,
ai
n

S-- A

Considerable interest has heen .mill
ed by the recent announcement
that

Elmer E. Veeder of Las Vegas is be- ""b F'uii'i'iciiiiy menuonea as a possibility for thc Democratic nomination
for governor in 1918. For the benefit
.
of those who want to know more about
Mr. Veeder it may be said that the
Las Vegan, who has been prominent
as a party worker and leader in New
Mexico since the nineties, was bom on
a farm in Ulster county, in New York
state; ihe greater part of his pri- tion was obtained in the
Fred Brown and family moved mai?
rural schools, as he was brought uo
to the new Garage building on !0n a farm and he continued
to
his town-8l"t- e
farm after his father's death and
home Wednesday,
college. He grad- where they will live while the
i.vm me ociinecuiay mgn scnooi
new residence is being built
in 1882; and finished with the class of
... . .
1 OOft
I
ii
IT!
union college,
with highest

1
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Resolved,

WHO IS VEEDER?

young man named Gillen,
from Herrington, as brought to
the Plumlee Hospital Christmas
day with a broken jaw, acquired
while playing Basket Ball. The
bone was drilled, tied with wire
and he is in a fair way to complete recovery but the wound is
very painful.
A

j

u Tavl.n

it Further

S--

uneganun ui aooui twenty of
A party of six Roy Masons drove
the Floersheim witnesses at the law
suit at Vegas last week, stopped at to Springer Saturday night to attend
They were:
ine ,1 uorado Hotel, a really fine lit- Masonic Lodge there.
tle hostelry which made all of them R. W. Bouiware, J. H. Mitchell, Dr. A.
realize that it is just the size and kind O. Sale, W. W. Wildman, Mr. Jacobs
we need here in Roy. All were pleas- and Irvin Ogden, ,'r. Carlyle Boui
in El Paso.
ed with their accommodations and the ware went along as driver of one car.
kindly interest in them shown by the It was a fine trip, pleasant weather.
iKOod roads and just a nice drive of 40
ihosts' Mr- - and Mrs- - Chas- HopI?
Miss Elsve
14 aPPea
After the lodge session the
that they made a goodUiles.
OI tneotn and btn Grades, IS Visit 'impression on the host as well as welsPriniter Masons took their guests to
ing friends at Montoya durinirlare in i"ecePt of a very indulgent let- - restaurant where they were shown
o ter including an order
for a year's how Masons employ the hours of "Re
ner vacation, one taught at Mon subscription
to the .,
which read3 freshment." After a sumptuous bantoya last year.
quet the Roy delegation returned home
in part as follows:
much pleased with the affair through- "The management of the El Dorado out and promising they will show the
Fred Tinker and three other
Mrs. Marv Wato
o,J
Hotel wish to announce thru the col- - Springer bunch a sample of Roy hos
'""X
young men from Mosquero drove
ouuajcwib went toopnngerbatur lumns of the Spanish-America- n
that pitality at the first opportunity.
to Clayton Wednesday to get
day to spend Christmas at the !th? witlie3ses wh attended the Fioers- jheim trial were the most orderly, lady- Questionnaires filled OUt
their
1,
n
parentai
Arnold
came
down
Scott
from
,.fi!kA arui
tiPm!,n.,iVo
.... . . . . . i. . i , 1 L
O
lii
i. in
Sunday
and will spend his Christ and transact other business.
dorado has had the pleasure of entermas vacation on his claim. He has
Barney Mitchell "of Dawson, taining. That their tribe may increase a good job with the Continental Tie
is the wish of the proprietors of the
ihe i'iíth bundayb.b, Conven- with his family drove down , in Eldorado, Mr. and Mrs. Charled Chap- and 'Lumber Co., and says there is no tion OCCUrs Sunday, Dec. 30tll,
excuse for an idle man these days.
his Dodge "car and visited over man, Las Vegas, N." M.and meets With the- church at

Elizabeth Breeding, teach
er.of the Roy School is spenting
her; Christmas vacation with a
sister who teaches in the Schools
Miss

'

Be

F. O. Seright was down from Palous Council of National Defense suggests
Saturday and remembered us with his that the State Councils of Defense an.
thi Itsiu with thi usual year in advance on the
' prove appeals for financial
aid only
George N. Ames renews his sub- - wnere 11 8na'l be understood that a
First Chatttr.
scription last week and sold us a accounting of the moneys received und
quarter of the finest baby beef w have spent shall be made public.
ever owned.

j

BOULWARE

!

Wh o.cas, the Council of National
A suit was started in the Ü. S. Dofcnao he! iCVes that th& fpirnlntinn
Court at Washington, Dec, 21st, which and centralization of such appeals
geeks to annul a decision of A. A. would encourage the nntrintV nH nh!i- Jones while Assistant Secretary of the ahthropic spirit of the country to a
Interior, regarding the release of For- -' generous response by the assurance
eat Reserve Lands, the state maintain-'th- e
proper responsibility of thosi sn- ing that it is losing some rights to lifting subscriptions, thus minimizing
liKU land
purrWiT throw;!i apportuhitica' io exploit the benevl)s.Btthe ruling and the release of come 'imuuk-eof the countrV theretAv
lands from Forest Reserves. It iij too
deep for us but if you want to know; "e 't Resolved, that the Council of
'
more about it the State Land Oííícé National Defensa requests each of i hc
State Councils of Defense so to or- will wise you.
saiuze mac ii may assure itself of the
L. A. Nugen is Dreüarinir to leave worthiness of the objects in support
his claim for a time and will r,pendof which appeals for assistance are
the winter at DuQueen, Kansas. Mrs. ma(e and of the integrity and finan- ugen nas already gone ahead or him tlu' lesponsioimy oi tnose making:
-- and is reading the
there nov:.jsueh appeals; and
'
s
They'll come back.
Be it Further Resolved, that fhe
"
Defense requests
T. R. Pint and family are enjoying !Su"ciI,1 of
toT
amPa,Kns
b
aid
Private
a visit fróm his brother who arrived
,
"tlea ln eRUre
with.
last Saturday and will remain for a
the
State Councils of Defense; and
time looking the country over.
ce it further Resolved, that the
Henry Farr is having a run of ac- -. Council of National Defense
urges the
dente
A mule hurt h.m last week people of the country
to.. contribute
.
and- Christmas
mornin? ha nt.tpmntoil "oo.oiaiitc, aiiiiaiicuii i ana otnerwise,
on
to chastise his dog for sucking eggs Iy to those persons
and objects that
and the dog chewed his hand till he are accredited
and approved by the
had to come and have the wounds Council of Defense in
each State; and

'W

Ki.-f'S-

-

be.
is well that this care affects people
is the reason for the
who eafi afford to fight it and doubt- rapid advancement
of civilization in
less will.
the pa,st decade and the influence of
t!ie:;e wonderful cirla on the future
Joe Gilstrap is making extenrive im- beyond our ability to even guess.
provements in the Telephone service
Our only excuse is that we expect
in Roy including new poles nd lines them to be Bmart and it is not unuson the street and new wiring. ,.
ual na ic is with the boys no we didn't
think it was news,
Filling out Questional cs has bien
Jic leading industry of the town this
week. The Advisory Board headed RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY
by Mayor F. A. Roy has had a strenCOUNCIL OF NATIONAL I)E- uous time helping along with the work.
." FENSE, DEC. 7, 15L7

',w"n

i

honors.
He later taught mathematics 'and ;
civil government in Schnectady High'
ocnooi tnree years; studied law and
was admitted to practice at Saratoga '
j" 1890- - n J
.
jtoi ,,c loiiib uj iNew Mexico,

,.., Ilk

,n Las Vegas that year anJ haa been
engaged continuously in the practice
f law in this" state ever since. He

S aTi'g"

Roy. All are urged to comebring
lunch baskets and keep the good raising; is a director and treasurer of
e,Cel'rp Montrose Lumber Company
Old CUStom in thé goad old way,
of Las Vegas; is chairman of the San
TheprogramiS not yet annouriC- - Miguel county Democratic central com
'
mittee, which position he has held for
ed.
,

Mr. Crow

-

the butcher

isenioy-j-

0

ing a vacation visit from his
ife and two Sons

several years and was legal adviser
he late Governor E. D. de Baca.

AXZ

force in his

party

in the state.
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OP

extraordinary session of tb
Peruvian Congress convened to dls
cuss financial projects.
The first heavy fall of snow in lh
vlnlclty of Paris occurred Dec. 18.
Railroad and telegraph services were
disorganized.
Two sailors Instead of one were
saved by the Germans from the Amer- WnUrn Newapaper Union New. Service.
ican destroyer Jacob Jones, according
COMINO EVENTS.
to an official German announcement ían. 1
Farmers' Week and Horns
Maicerauonlerence at State College,
at Amsterdam.
Mesilla Park.
Farmers' Meeting at State
Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, the Jan.
v uiii-nI'arK.
first woman to be elected as mayor of Feb. 1 nesiiia
New Mexico Electrical A
aociatlon meeting- at Sliver City.
a town in England and a prominent
March, 19H Wool Growers' convention
,
physician, died at her home in
at Koaweu.
Suffolk.
The deposits of salt near Willard
Unidentified bodies of 200 victims
are
to be investigated.
of the Halifax disaster were buried
Albuquerque sportsmen demand
after public funerals conducted by
Protestant and Catholic clergymen. closed season on deer in New Mexico.
Ground is being broken for erection
Nearly 100 of the bodies were charred
beyond recognition.
of a tine new federal building at Ra
Complete restoration of the terri- ton.
The comptroller of the currency haa
tories taken by the enemy, together
with compensation, was demanded by granted a charter to the First NationPremier Lloyd George in explaining al Bank of Taos.
the war alms of the government iu
Sheriff Rafael Garcia issued an orthe House of Commons in London.
der banishing women from saloons in
Living proofs of the terrible eco- precincts outside Albuquerque.
nomic conditions in Austria were supMrs. Antonlta Garcia was almost inplied by the arrival at Buchs, on the stantly killed at Albuquerque by a
frontier, of 676 pale and suffering taxlcab. Her head was crushed.
children between the ages of 7 and 9.
It Is now thought that the total
They are from Vienna and other Aus- number of
automobiles in the state
trian towns, i
will reach 14,500 for the year 1918.
A state of siege has been proSilver City was selected as the
claimed in Petrograd and the Ukran-ia- place of holding the Feburary meet
Rada has refused to obey an ul ing of the New Mexico Electrical As
timatum presented by the Bolshevikl sociation.
government. Disorders in the capl
Plans for a new court bouse and jail
tal, due, It Is said, to the looting of
at
Silver City, to cost $350,000, have
wine cellars and shops, made necessary the proclamation of a state of been submitted to the Grant County
Commissioners.
An

.

CONDENSED

SPANISH-AMERICA-

THE

PROGRESS

OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

NEW MEXICO

STATE NEWS

TO CHEAT GALLOWS
DUAL

Save

MONARCHY

TO HELP KAISER

Were Sentenced to Be Executed, But
Used Rope Attached to Beds
In Gallup Jail.

RMANS

AUSTRO-G-

DECLARED

IN

PACT TO RETAIN CONQUERED

Ever Reliable
CASCARA

11--

-

Aide-burg-

SAYINGS. DOINGS, ACHIEVE
ME NTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Noipipar Union Nw Service
ABOUT THE WAR
Italy c&lls out all available troops
between ages of 18 and 43.
French destroyers sunk two enemy
aubmarinei in the Gulf of Taranto.
Britlsk casualties reported in tho
week ending Dec. 18 totalled 17.976 of
ficers and men.
The Italians repulsed the Austro- German forces on the
Orso front, with heavy losses.
The officers of the Russian army in
France have volunteered as a body to
give their services to the United
SUtes.
Austrians are repulsed in an In
fantry attack on San Marino and Cap
Hile hill, the enemy suffering heavy
casualties.
It is stated officially that Norway
has lost 6,000 sailors during the war,
a Central News dispatch from Chris-tlania reports.
American submarine F-- l was sunk
in collision with her sister boat, the
F-in American waters. Nineteen
perished, five being rescued.
Ten persons were killed and seven
ty injured In London during Wednes
day night's air raid. Outside of Lon
don five persons were injured.
The agreement for an armistice be
ginning at noon Dec. 17 and lasting
until Jan. 14 was signed by the Bol
ahevikl government in Russia and the
Teutonic allies.
Fourteen British merchantmen of
more than 1,600 tons and three under
that tonnage were sunk by mine or
submarine during the week ending
Waatera

Tasson-Col-Del-

Unionist candidates, supporters of
the premier, Sir Robert Borden, and
his conscription program, were victorious in twelve of British Columbia's thirteen constituencies in Monday's election. Skeena alone was carried by a Liberal candidate, where
Fred Stork, a Prince Rupert merchant, defeated Colonel Peck, now
overseas.
The forward gun crew of an American liner reaching an American
port destroyed a submarine the morning after leaving a British port on
the voyage, according to stories told
by passengers. MaJ. Gen. Hugh L.
Scott, former chief of staff of the
army, who was a passenger, is said
Dec. 19.
to have stood behind the gunners durThe losses to French shipping by ing the action and complimented
them
mine or submarine for the week end- on their markmanshlp.
ing Dec. 15 were exceedingly light.
Only one vessel under 1,600 tons was SPORTING NEWS
Young Jake Schaefer established a
sunk and none over 1,600 tons.
new
world record for high runs in red
The artillery activity between the
French and Germans in Champagne ball billiards. at San Francisco when
The previous high
and in the mountainous region near he ran forty-nine,
held by Marc
the Swiss border is increasing in vol record was forty-fiveume, probably forecasting infantry at Catton.
Tommy Fitzpatrlck, graduate of tho
tacks at an early date.
Admission that the Cossacks have University of Utah, who has been
captured Rostov was made in the coach to the Salt Lake East Side
Petrograd official statement from the High school for four years, was apBol8hevlkl war office. Orenburg Cos- - pointed coach to the University of
Backs opposing the Bolshevik! have Utah athletes.
Jimmy Hamlll, Denver boxing prooccupied Tcheliabynsk, a Junction on
the
railroad, according moter, wired Jess Willard a guarantee
of $50,000 if he will come to Denver
to a report received by the Den.
stage his proposed heavyweight
to
WESTERN
championship match for the benefit of
Mrs. Lorenzo Borlno, charged with
the Red Cross. The only stipulation
violation of the Mann act In having
made by the Denver man is that the
transported Rosa Pechek, 15 years
titleholder meet either Fred Fulton or
old, from her home in Winterquarters,
Bill Brennan.
Utah, to Diamondvllle, Wyo., for im
vez and Lorenzo Sandoval.
moral purposes, was found guilty in GENERAL
The members of the legal advisory
Legislation specifically to subject boards for New Mexico, to assist in
the Federal Court at Salt Lake.
all federal officials except the Presi- the work connected with the selective
A woman bearing the name of Rom
anoff and who said she resembled Ta- dent and members of the Sunreme draft, have been appointed by Presitiana Romanoff, second daughter of Court to the excess profits tax was dent Wilson and announced by Capt.
the former czar, so closely that she agreed upon by the House ways and R. C. Reld, federal disbursing officer.
was detained three weeks In Yoko means committee.
Chief Justice R. H. Hanna received
hama until she established her iden
At Memphis, Tenn., yeggmen blew a telegram announcing
the death at
tlty, arrived in San Francisco. She the vault of a coal company in the Baltimore of Fred McBride, traveling
is Mme. Helene Romanoff.
heart of the business district dur- freight and passenger agent of the
War will not cause abandonment of ing the night and escaped with $3,000 New Mexico Central railroad and a
the annual Tournament of Roses at in cash. They also took $500 worth resident of Santa Fe for several decPasadena, Cal., on New Year's day, of Liberty bonds and considerable ades.
although it will give a martial air to Jewelry.
All of the fraternal and other orthe great pageant never before at
Mrs. Frank D. Adams, wife of Lieut ganizations of Las Vegas have pooled
tempted. Decision to hold the tourna Frank D. Adams, assumed his duties
together, and are known as the Las
ment as usual was not made until fa- - of the pastor of the Universalis! Vegas
Associated Charities.
vorable word had been received, from church at Urbana, 111., to fill the vaFrank
Schriver, a cattleman and
'President Wilson, to whom the quest- cancy caused when-hehusband left
ion-of
observing the
to begin his duties at Camp Grant, farmer of the Richmond precinct on
the Lower Gila, was chosen by the
diatom had been submitted.
Rockford, III
board of county commissioners to be
J
WASHINGTON
Further Investigation by the Federal sheriff of Grant county, succeeding
The engagement Is announced of Milk Commission Into means of im Sheriff Herbert J. McGrath, who reEsther, daughter of former President proving production and distribution of signed.
Grover Cleveland, to Capt. Bosanquet milk, after it has fixed prices for pro
The nine counties of New Mexico
of the Coldstream Guards.
ducers and distributors for the first
in the Tenth federal reserve district
year,
of
three
next
was
months
decid
What purports to be an outline of
ed upon by the commission In New subscribed a total of $1,420,200 for the
the Kaiser's
"Christsecond Liberty Loan bonds, well over
mas peace terms" has been received York. The Federal Food Administra
1
set
has
as the date on the minimum allotment of $996,000,
Jan.
through neutral diplomatic channels tion
which the commission must fix prices, and not far from the maximum of
In Washington.
$1,660,000.
These counties are Colfax,
Robbery of the State Bank of Sura Mora, Rio Arriba, San Juan, San MiSome two score or more telegrams
mit, a suburb of Chicago, of $30,000 guel, Santa Fé, Taos and Union.
which passed between Count Von
German minister to Argentina, or more, called attention ta the ap
The cost of registration and the
and the German foreign office were palling list of bank and payroll rob
made public by the State Department beries in Chicago and suburbs in the draft In New Mexico was $27,395.02 on
by agreement with the Argentina gov- laBt eighteen months. According to December 1, a statement issued by the
ernment, which also published them an official of a big burglar insurance executive office at Santa Fe snowa.
at Buenos Aires. Exposure of Count company, there have been seventeen The cost was heaviest in Rio Arriba
county, totaling $2,148.39. San Miguel
Von Luxburg's "sink without trace" bank robberies, netting approximatetelegram by Secretary Lansing was ly $400,000, and fourteen payroll rob- county took second place in the cost
what caused a rupture of diplomatic beries of Insured firms, netting $200,-00- column with $2,001.06, and Bernalillo
to the bandits, in the period men- county third place with $1,887.51 exrelations between Argentina and Gerpended.
many.
tioned,
The first lightless night ordered by
Removal of the
The United States shipping board Is
embargo
hard pressed to fill the allies' orders on corn and oats, and rumors that the the fuel administration, gave Albufor between 6,000,000 and 8,000.000 miximum price of corn was to be re- querque the semblance of an English
tons of shipping in 1918, members of moved, led to a sharp upturn in the town expectant of a raid by Zeppelins.
the board admitted, prior to appear- corn and oats market on the Board of It was only a semblance, however, for
ing before the Senate Inquiry commit- Trade in Chicago, Dec. 20. In the here and there light shone. They
weré lights declared by the police to
tee. Chairman Hurley of the board early trading May corn advanced 6
declared the task would be accom- cents to, $1.26. Oats rose 3 cents. be necessary.
The State Supreme Court handed
plished.
The next loan the people of the
A Red Cross service Tag, displayUnited States will be asked to pur- down an opinion holding that Lea
ing three crosses, was hung in a win- chase to aid the government in win- county, which came into legal existdow of the county Jail at Dallas, Tex., ning this war will be for $8,000,000,-000- ; ence last June, Is entitled to delinwhen three women Inmates Joined.
the bonds will be 4 per cent is- quent taxes collected from property
Two of the women
sue
and the offering will be made on formerly in Chaves county, but now
face murder
within Lea county.
charges
March 15. 1918.
Trans-Siberia-

n

.

-

time-honore-

much-advertise- d

and
Bllverio Silva, convicted of murder
and sentenced to hang Dec. 21, defeat
ed Justice by banging themselves in
the McKlnley county jail at Gallup,
Using a rope smuggled into the prison,
each man attached it to the bed and
strangled himself. Life was extinct
when the bodies were discovered by
the jail officials.
Letters signed by both prisoners
said they did not intend to be hung
by the state, would rather have faced
a firing squad, and asked for respect
able burial. In another note, Cuevas
bequeathed his guitar to a prisoner in
the Jail.
The men were Mexicans.
Cuevas
was convicted of killing another Mex
ican at a dance last May. Silva was
to pay the death penalty for killing
roomer in his home following a dis
pute over $5 rent.

e

Coal on Cash Basis.

Santa Fe. The retail price of Gal
lup coal has been fixed at $16 a ton
in Los Angeles by the fuel administration. New Mexico retail dealers
feel that the margin allowed them at
present Is hardly sufficient to cover
the cost of doing business, at least
not on credit, and expect to go on
cash basis.
East Las Vegas. Jos Martinez and
Tranquillino Baca, charged with cat
tle stealing, have been acquitted by a
Jury in the District Court here.
Woman in 8ult for Million.
Albuquerque.
Two millionaire min
ing men of Spokane testified for the
defense at the trial In Federal Court
at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, of the suit
brought by Mrs. Mathilda Cardener oi
Albuquerque, against Eugene R. Day
and other members of the Day family
to recover a
interest in
'

the Hercules lead and silver mine, In
the Burke district near Coeur d'Alene,
L. A. Hurton,- - part owner of the
mine, said he considered the mine
was worth four millions in October,
1916, when Mrs. Cardener sold her in
terest in it for $370,000. She contendí
it was worth $30,000,000.
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Wo advance In price for this
oh) remedy aSc for 24 tablet
Some
cold tablet now JOc for 21 tableta

WMtern Newapaper Union New Service.
Santa Fé, N. M. Maria Cuevas

Government to Help Kill Petts.
Farmers' Prosperity Day of the
Dona Ana Farra Bureau,, held at the
New Mexico State College, was at
tended by 500 people. Judging of live
stock in the morning, a free barbecue
at noon, and talks by experts in vari
ous lines of farming in the afternoon,
Including motion pictures and a lecture on drainage by a United States
Herbert V. Betts and William S, Reclamation Service employé, was the
Towner of the Santa FÓ office of the program of the day.
field division, have enlisted with the
Plans are under, way for the building of a concrete road from Las Crusignal reserve corps.
In the death of Mrs. Susan A. Bell, ces, N. M, to the Texas state Une,
widow of Judge John J. Bell, promi The estimated' cost of this work ii
nent attorney at Silver City in tne $240,000 oí which the county of Dona
early days, Grant county has lost an- Ana is to furnish $60,000, the State
of New Mexico $60,000 and the United
other of its pioneers.
A deep well west of Carlsbad, con- States government the balance or
trolled by the Dow Brothers, was dy $120,000.
The United States . Department ol
namited by unknown parties, and the
Agriculture
has appropriated $25,000,
cattle f'.at the Dows were watering at
contingent on the State of New Mexi
the well suffered from lack of water.
co using a similar amount, for th
R. C. Reld, federal disbursing of
eradication of rodents and predatory
ficer and president of the state tax animals in the State of New Mexi
commission, has been appointed a cap- co.
This work will be conducted by
tain in the national army and assigned the United States Biological Survey,
to assist Governor Lindsey in future in conjunction with the New
Mexico
army draft work.
Agricultural College. It Is estimated
The Sheriffs' and Peace Officers' as- by experts of the agricultural college
sociation of New Mexico became a that the losses of the farmers and
permanent organization at the meeting stockmen of New Mexico, from the
held In Albuquerque with the adoption above mentioned sources amount to
of a constitution and the election of not less than $3,500,000 a year.
permanent officers.
Mogollón Road Project Approved,
The movement of the New Mexico
Silver City. The Department of Ag
battery of field artillery from 'CJarap
Mills, Long Island, to Camp Merrltt, riculture has notified State Englneei
N. J., furnished foundation for a re James A. French that It has approved
port that the organization had em- the following road projects In New
Mexico for which specifications hav
barked for France.
been submitted by the state highway
Acting Gov. Antonio Lucero issued
for federal aid: No. 8 in
a requisition on the governor of Ari commission
1918, seven miles of Mescalero sand
zona for the extradition of Frank A.
road, east of Roswell in Chaves counWilliamson, wanted In Luna county
ty; No. 10 in 1919, twenty-fivmilei
on the charge of obtaining property
in Lincoln county; No. 9, to be buill
under false pretense.
In 1918 and 1919, seventeen miles oi
Three prisoners held to await ac- Silver City-Gll- a
river road between
tion of t the grand Jury on different Silver City and Cliff, Grant county;
charges escaped from the Lincoln No. 11 in 1919, five miles
in Lincoln
county Jail at Carrlzozo. They are county.
Rumaldo Martinez, Maximiliano Cha-
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Want Elephant Butte Dam Guarded,
Santa Fe. Senators A. B. Fall and
A. A. Jones, as well as Congressman
W. B. Walton, have received appeals
from the Mesilla valley because of the
unguarded condition of the Elephant
Butte dam, the military guards having been recalled. It Is proposed to
have the government employ civilian
guards.
To Close Immoral Resorts.
Doming. Immoral resorts at Lords-burg- ,
Hurley, Santa Rita, Silver City
and all other cities In central New
Mexico were instructed to close in orders issued by District Attorney J. S.
Vaught. Orders issued by Lieut. Paul
Popenoe
of the law enforcement
branch of the Fosdick committee
call for the closing of any resorts
which m':ht be visited by soldiers
Within a radius of 150 miles. More

than

100

Inmates of resorts are

fected by the order.
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IN RUSSIA AND CAPITAL IS

BLACK

IN TURMOIL.

Weatern Newspaper Union New Service.

Parlo. Austria-Hungaris pledged
to support Germany in retention of
according to a dls
patch printed Saturday in the Matin,
purporting to reveal the text of the
agreement between the two biggest
central powers. The Matin also as
serted Germany had determined not
to evacuate Belgium and France un
less her colonies were restored.

1LECS

y

Alsace-Lorrain-

Rome. Italy will never support
separate Italian peace or tako any action not loyal to the allies, declared
Deputy Gllitti in the Chamber of Dep
uties.
London, Dec. 22. The flame of civil
war in Russia is spreading northward
along the Volga river from Astrakhan
to Samara. Grand Duke Nicholas is
reported In the Caucasus with a vast
army of royalists, white Kerensky Is
said to be marching on Mobcow at the
head of thousands of troops. The prov
ince of Ukraine has rejected the Bol
shevik ultimatum and has declared its
Independence. Bolgrad in Bessarabia
was in flames following riots.
Petrograd is' a scene of turmoil,
Armed detachments engaged in emp
tying wine cellars have had clashes
with civilians, fifteen being killed and
wounded, while fifteen soldiers are re
ported dead from drink.
Fighting continues at Odessa, and
the Ukranian troops have been joined
by the Russian army from the Ruma
nlan front under the command of Gen.
Stcherbatcheff. The Red Guards lost
800 men killed and 1,000 wounded in
fight.
A Bolshevik force, under command
of Austro-Germaofficers, defeated a
mall detachment of Cossacks near
Tashkent.
The peace situation is similarly dis
turbed. A report from Petrograd
states 'hat the Germans have refused
the Russian peace terms and that the
Bolshevik commissioners have been
recalled to Petrograd. Von Kuehlmann, German foreign secretary, is
now at
Bolshevik au
thoritles in Petrograd are growing des
perate over the 'continued opposition
and serious developments are feared,
Former Czar Nicholas and family
are to be permitted to leave Russia
and seek haven In some other coun
try.
six-da- y

n

Brest-Litovs-

Petrograd. Under the heading,"Se
cret Treaty Between Japan and Rus
sia for Joint Armed Demonstration
Against America and Great Britain in
the Far East," the Izvestia publishes
what .it says is the text of the secret
treaty drawn up last year providing
for joint action by Russia and Japan
to prevent any . third country from
achieving political dominance
in
China. The treaty, dated July 3, 1916,
runs for five years, automatically extending Itself until a year after one
party expresses the desire to annul it.
It is signed by Serglus Sazonoff, then
Russian foreign minister, and Vis
count Motono, Japanese foreign min
ister.
ARGENTINIANS
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"Chariots of Iron" at Gaza.
History repeats itself down to minute details, the London Star reminds
us, and recalls previous operations at
Gaza related In the Book of Joshua.
It soys:
"If that picturesque special correspondent to whom we owe the narrative of the sun and moon standing BtlU
in the volley of Ajalon had witnessed
the onslaught of General Allenby'a
auxiliaries, he might have pictured behemoth wallowing on the shore and:
leviathan rising out of the sea. It
related in the Book of Judges that
though the tribe of Judah took Gaza,
they 'could not drive out the inhabi
tants of the valley because they had
chariots of Iron.'
"Allowing for the intervening
which have transformed the
chariots of Iron' Into tanks, we see
that In this case the omens are in
favor of the invaders, and we may
reasonably hope that the clearing out
of the Philistines will be final and com
1

cen-tur-

plete."
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HEALS SORE HANDS

That Itch,

and

Burn, Crack, Chap
Bleed Trial Free.

In a wonderfully short time in most
cases these fragrant,
emollients succeed. Soak hands on re
tiring In the hot suda of Cutlcura Soap,
dry and rub Cutlcura Ointment into
the hands for some time. Bemove sur
plus Ointment with soft tissue paper.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr, '
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How He Made Window Sashes,
Welshman, a woodworker,
applied at the work of a building ma
terial company for a Job.
"What can you do?" Inquired the
foreman In charge.
"Indeet, look you," said Taffy. "I
can do any Joinery work whateffer."
"Can you make window sashes?"
asked the foreman.
"Surely !" was the laconic answer.
"Well, Just tnke off your coat and
let me Bee you make one.
So Taffy set to work, while the fore
man went off round the works. The
first sash the new hand attempted
was a fnllure, so planting it under
Taffy got nhead with a second
one, and had Just finished it when the
foreman returned and taking hold of
the snsh, said, "Call that a sash, do
yer? Don't believe , I could find a
worse one in the country."
"Indeet," said the wood butcher.
grinning, "you mny find a ferry much
worse one under the bench made from
your own timber!"
Then he got a move on.
A young

the-benc-

Kmile nn waari rinv. TKef
n
Red CroM Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
now. All grocer. Adv.

Just an

Extra Potato.
Buenos Aires, Dec. 22. As the re
Jones was urging Smith to run over
publication
the
of
of
the
tele to dinner some time.
sult
am afraid
grams sent by Count von Luxburg, the thnt your wife will go"But I
to a lot of trouformer German minister, to the Ber- ble, Smith demurred.
lin foreign office, It again haa been
"A lot of trouble nonsense t" re
necessary to call out mounted patrole plied the hospitable man.
"It Just
to disperse crowds of people who de means to boil nn extra potato. And
rupture
of
relations wlti what is seventy-fiv- e
manded a
cents between
Germany. The mob, which was shout friends?" Judge.
ing "Long live the republic!" and
"Death to President Irigoyen!" was
Beds Must Have Been Large.
dispersed after a fight with mounted
Little Ethel hnd Just returned from
police In the Calle Florida.
Sunday school and was looking very
Heavy guards again have been puzzled.
"Mamma," she said, "Did
placed over the property owned by they have very large beds In Bible
Germans in the City and mounted men days?"
also are guarding the office of the
"I don't know, dear," said her moth
newspapers La Union, for which Counl er, -- wny do you ask?"
von Luxburg obtained a subsidy.
"Because," said the little girl, "our
The general belief is that the publi teacher said today that Abraham slept
cation of the telegrams will lead to with his four fathers."
new demands for the severance of reConcrete Dry Dock.
lations with Germany, Congress having already refused to sanction the
The completion of the first dry dock
budget appropriation for continuing made of
concrete was celethe Argentine legation in Berlin, brated nt Moss, a city In Norway. This
which was Insisted on by the organs dock Is in the nature of an experiment, as It will receive ships of only
of President Irigoyen.
100 tons, 90 feet long; but it is said
be successful and much cheaperSeven Violent Attacks Repulsed.
than steel and more quickly built. The
Rome, Dec. 22. A considerable por shipyard thnt built this dock Is now
tion of ground gained by the enemy receiving inquiries for docks up to
,
8,000 tons.
Dec. 18 in the region of Monte
on the northern front east of the
Specification.
Brenta river, has been retaken by the
"That man Is always running other
Italians, the war office announces. people
down."
The positions regained by the Italians
"Scandal or auto?"
were held despite the most violent
fire from the enemy artillery. Active
When Your Eyes Need Care
artillery fighting on the Verdun front
Try Morirse Eye Remedy
east of the Meuse was reported by
tfo Smarting
Jnit v Comfort, to cent at
office.
war
the Paris
Dnwlati or timlL Write for (Tree Bye Book.
,
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THE
crumbs as ,we can find,' chirped some
Spurrows who had been listening.
"'And I shall give some very fine
goat's milk,' said the Goat
"'Well, .did. I ever!' exclaimed
Pinky.
"'What do you mean?' asked Mr.
Rooster.
'Here are all you animals
bragging shout what you will do. You
have all said you would do the things
that you always do you have not
made any good resolutions, as you call
them. You simply will do the
things thnt It is
natural for you to
do. The Peacocks

"'
65

Good
Resolutions
By Muy Graham Bonner
(Copyright.)

Bah

And

1'

Pinky squealed in
llatrnaf
' " J,u,t
" 'You're wrong,'
Re8ular Plfl"
said Mr. Rooster.
" 'I don't know about that,' said Mrs.
Cow. 'I would glye milk no matter
what time of the year It might be, and
it's certainly not a good resolution for
me.
"'And I'd lay eggs,' agreed Mrs.
Hen.
"Td have to take the children for
rl'ies,' said the Donkey, 'as they fasten
me to a cart I'

Mrs. Peacock together, 'say that as It
Is around the New Year they should
make resolutions good resolutions.'
"'Well,' grunted Pinky, 'if you'd
talk like a sensible animal and not
perlike one of the silly Grown-Uphaps I could get some sort of an idea
what you meant. As It Is, I don't know
at all. What's a resolution, anyway?
And are there bad ones and good ones?
That's a silly word. Now good means
good, and bad means bad, and what
right has that word resolution to be
both good and bad?'
" 'Dear me,' clucked Mrs. Hen, 'how
Irritable you are today Pinky. You
should be pleasant and try to make
good resolutions, too.'
"'But how can I make something I
don't understand?" squealed Pinky.
" 'Resolutions, crowed Mr. Rooster,
s,

'"Didn't

I say I was right?' said

Pinky.

"I hate to admit It, though,' said
Mr. Rooster, putting his head on one
side and looking very mournful.
"'You might Just as well,' said
Pinky.
'"Besides, said Mr. Rooster, 'we'll
have to think up entirely new resolutions. Things that will be hard for us
to do. It's a great nuisance.'
"'That's true,' said Pinky, with a
wicked grin. 'It Is always easiest to
do what comes natural to us and to
say we're so good doing It But we
Pigs are natural and we don't put on
any airs about resolutions. Such nonsense !'
" 'We'll have to think all over again,'
crowed Mr. Rooster, slowly and sadly."

'are resolves There I That's something for youl' And Mr. Rooster
strutted about proudly.
"'You see,' he
continued, 'we can
resolve to be good
or we can resolve
to be bad. And
when a New Year
Is beginning It Is
well to resolve to
be good.
"That's nongrunted
sense,'
How to Be Happy.
Pinky. 'I don't
The happiest New Year Is for those
care to resolve to
who seek the happiness of others.
Mr. Rooster
be good. Nor do Strutted About
I care to resolve
to be bad. I'll just be natural and a
regular pig.'
Nrfa flftur, (&Út&
"'We think It's silly for us,' said the
í&trnittg
Peacocks, 'as we're about as perfect as
can be.'
Xew Tear, good morning Come
" 'You're conceited,' said the Pigeons.
and bring .
'You should resolve not to think bo
V days that imile and dayt that
well of yourselves.'
, ling
"But how can we help It?' answerOut from the drifts of twirling
ed the Peacocks. 'We huve something
mow
to be vain about.'
That through the murky mid" 'You're hopeless,' said the Pigeons.
night blow
And clutch with frosty hands
"'What Is every other animal re.,
solving?! asked Pinky.
and cling..
Earkt Bow the joy bells chime
"'I am going to be up bright and
and ring
early every morning,' said Mr. Rooster.
Thy birth and new hope set
"'You do that anyway,' said Pinky.
'I might as well resolve to wade In
With hands outstretched you
very bit of mud I see. Of course, In
come; and so
the winter that's hard, but then I can
Hew Tear, good morning!
do my best I'
" 'And I am going to lay lots of
Kew courage greets their clamoring
eggs,' said Mrs. Hen.
" 'I am going to give good milk,' said
The thought of friends, the
thought of spring,
Mrs. Cow.
" 'I shall protect the sheep,' said tho
Of kindly solace for our woe,
Of happiness we're still to
Sheep Dog.
" 'And I shall look after the farmer's
know;
We wait your accolade, O King!
house,' barked the Watch Dog.
New Tear, good morning t
"'I have decided to let the children
Alexander Maclean.
drive me,' brayed the Donkey.
" 'We shall pick up as many bread- 1
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America is going to save thousands of French
and Belgian women and children from death
by starvation or freezing this winter, but every
American must lend a hand to the worfy
.

"Everywhere In France", there
are being brought to the United States
with the arrival of nearly every passenger ship tales of devastation and
misery which are even more tingle
than the cabled dispatches which we
are accustomed to read under the
vagtoe
date line, "Somewhere In
France."
Many of these narratives have been
brought by men and women who, under the auspices of the American Red Cross, have been Investigating conditions created by the invasion of the
Hun. The range of vision of these investigators
extends from the battle front to the cottage hundreds of miles away where war's misery more Insidious than bombs on the fighting front has penetrated.
Woven together these accounts make a composite
story of devastation and suffering on the part of
noncotnbatants comparable with the torture endured by the soldiers In the trenches ; ,of refugees
staring blankly at cratered areas where villages
once flourished; of thousands of children, too
young to understand, crying for mothers who cannot hear their cries; of children poisoned by gas
bombs thrown from German mortars ; of emaciated
children sent by hundreds from behind the German
and of
Une; of crippled soldiers to
civilian men and women to comfort and provide
with the necessaries of life a story of battling
against disease and of the heroism of mercy.
Sometimes the cable supplements tales told by
returned travelers. A day or two ago, the war
council of the American Red Cross received a cable-grafrom the Paris headquarters of that organization containing a simple statement of every-dnoccurrence on the French frontier, yet graphic In
Its portrayal of one phase of war's frlghtfuluess.
It read :
The Red Cross at Evian.
"There arrived last week at Evian, where the
repatries from France and Belgium are received
back Into France, a train loaded with Belgian children. There were 680 of them, thin, sickly, alone,
all between ages of four and twelve, children of
men who refused to work for the Germans and of
mothers who let their children go rather than let
them starve. They poured off the train, little ones
clinging to the oldest ones, girls all crying, boys
trying to cheer. They had come all the long way
alone. On the platform were the Red Cross workers to meet them, doctors and nurses with ambulances for the little sick ones were waiting outside the station. The children poured out of the
station, marched along the street shouting. "Meat,
meat; we are going to have meat" to the Casino,
where they were given a squnre meal, the first in
many months. Again and again, while they ate,
they broke spontaneously Into songs in French
against the German songs which they had evldeutly
learned In secret. The Red Cross doctor examined
them. Their little clawlike hands were significant
of their undernourished bodies, but the doctor said :
"We have them In time. A few weeks of proper
feeding and they will pull up."
Evian Is a French resort on Lake Geneva, and
every day one thousand homeless people arrive
there, 60 per cent of whom are children. Thirty
per cent of the older people die the first month
They were once the occupants
from exhnustlon.
of happy homes In northern France. The Huns
Invaded their country, swept on past their homes
and left them behind the enemy's line. The Invaders,
now their masters, Impressed them Into labor and
transported thousands of them to work In German
fields and factories. Those who are returned by
the thousand dally by train through Switzerland
are all that are left of these men and women and
children manhood and womanhood sapped until
the vital spark is almost out and, no longer of use
as German captives, sent back to die or to be
cared for In their helpless condition by their own
people from whom they had been ruthlessly taken
away In their health and strength.
Hope for Kaiser's Victims.
Thanks to the American Red cross, coming to
the assistance of the overburdened French agencies for mercy, there Is hope for these unfortunates. Besides a hospital and convalescent home
for children at Evian, the Red Cross is operating
an umbulauce service for the returning repatries.
Ten automobiles are In commission for handling
sick and infirm persons, and a tuberculosis hospital near by Is planned. When the returning repatries reach the railroad station and have been
cheerlngly greeted by crowds of compatriots, they
are taken In charge by Red Cross workers. Nourishment is provided and medical attention' bestowed. Baths are made available and fresh cloth-'n- g
Is supplied. According to American eye witnesses of scenes at the railway station at Evian,
there are men In the ranks who have suffered
broken arms, the bones of which have been set by
the Germans so that the hand Is turned the wrong
way. They present a horrible deformity, denoting
a form of cruelty which excuses Itself on the
ground that the man, should he ever regain his
former strength, will be unfit for military duty.
In many of these cases American Red Cross doctors have been put to the doubly painful task of
again breaking the arm and resetting it so as
to remove the terrible deformity purposely in-
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Wllllnm Allen White of Kansas and Henry J.
who Is prominent In the public life of the
same state, are among the Red Cross workers
who recently have returned from tours of Inspection In France. According to their statements It Is
scarcely possible to exaggerate the suffering
brought upon the civilian population of the country ; a suffering, however, that is being alleviated
to the greatest possible extent by the American
Red Cross, which Is sending Its experts, its army
of volunteers and its treasure without stint. According to Mr. White, the real work of the war, so
far as America is concerned, will be carried on by
the Red Cross in France 1his winter. Not only
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honest,
they know
they won't change.
But the rest of

are

"The Animals were talking," com"They were gettlug
menced Daddy.
quite excited when along came Pinky
Pig, who asked what the trouble was
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saving. of an American boy
when the big drive begins a
few months hence.".
L. D. Wlshnrd of California,
a schoolumte of President

vie

Wilson, well known for his
Interest In Y. M. C. A. work
as well as that of the American Red Cross, Is another recently returned observer from
France. He brought a doubly
interesting story. First, the
awfulness of many conditions
existing; and. secondly, the.
great work the Red Cross Is
.Intnir inil tlio mllph ffrt'flter
work It Is prepnrlng to do to
nipet nil the conditions scien
tifically
and energetically.
'
Mr. Wlshard expressed the
same view as William Allen White regarding
the Importance of giving primary attention to the
economic side of the equation during the winter
months. He quoted General Pershing as saying
that the greatest thing that the Red Cross can do
at present to Insure victory Js to stand by the families of French soldiers.
Gas Bombs Poison Soil.
An Interesting fact dwelt upon by Mr. Wlshard'
during a visit to Washington was that of the poisoning of the soil In agricultural regions by the
gases spread over the country by the Germans. It
Is stated that this gas has worked Its Insidious way
deep Into the ground, so thnt unless heroic means
are discovered and applied it will be years and
years before the land Is fit for cultivation of any
sort. The devastation, he says, Is beyond anything
In the history of the world, with shell craters so
thick that plowing of once fertile fields Is absolutely Impossible. Yet In this hopelessly devastated region the Red Cross has set to work to repair
some villages and to restore certain agricultural
communities, not alone for the humanity directly
involved with respect to the people who will thus
have shelter and means to go to work, but as an
example to the thousands of others and an Inspiration to them to start In and begin life anew. The
hopelessness of It all might seem complete from a
single Instance cited by Mr. Wlshard that of a
man who had owned a mill In a village near Verdun, who told him that when he went to look for
the spot on which It sto4d he bad to take a surveyor along to locate It
It Is Into the hopelessness of hundreds of situations akin to this that the American Red Cross is
advancing with its banner of mercy and Its bugle

tew
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Is It planned to deal with all the acute suffering,
such us Is summarized above, and to reconstruct
many villages In the devastated war zone so as
to give the refugees a fresh start In life and prepare the way for again cultivating the soil, but It
is the purpose to apply the American system cf
"Home Service" on a scale so grand that It Is
bound to have a heartening effect on the whole
French military organization, for the French soldiers fight better when they know their loved
ones are being enred for.
In furtherance of this great scheme, designed to
bring comfort and cheer in the family of every
French soldier that Is needy, General Pershing,
General Petain, commander In chief of the French
forces, and Maj. Gen. M. P. Murphy, American Red
Cross commissioner, have formed themselves into
a committee of
Company ofilcers will
go through their ranks and ascertain from each
soldier whether he has any worry on his mind
concerning sickness or want at home. Reports
will be made to headquarters weekly and not a
single case will be overlooked In the relief work
that Is to be guided by the addresses of families
listed. Special attention will be given to the treatment and prevention of tuberculosis, which has assumed proportions almost as deadly as the Infernal
machinery of war Itself. Food and clothing will
be supplied when necessary and the spirit and
courage of the previously depressed soldier In the
trenches will be enlivened by the news that his
family is having Its wants attended to.
"The great struggle of the winter will be the
economic struggle," said Mr. White. "The Red
Cross practically will fight the American flght no-til our boys take their places on the firing line
next spring. It should be kept in mind that every
French soldier who is saved this winter means the

A Bomb Raid

by Shell-Lig-

ht

blast of inspiration.
So help the Red Cross

"Up and down the selected area of front Une
trench the raiders spread rnpldly. There were
several dugouts under the parapet, and from some
of them
figures crawled with their
hands up on the first summons to surrender.
These, too, were bundled over the parapet. If a
shot came from the black mouth of the dugout
In answer to the call to surrender, It was promptly bombed. At either end of the area of front
Une marked out as the limits of the raid strong
parties made a block and beat off the feeble attacks that were made on them."
gray-coate-

The picture of a night attack executed by the
English on a German trench In France Is drawn
In the Cornhlll Magazine by Boyd Cable:
"The hour chosen for the raid was Just about
dusk.
There was no
preparation
Immediately before it. The guns continued to
pour In their fire, speeding It up a little, perhaps,
but no more than they had done a score of times
In the last 24 hours. The Infantry clambered out
of their trench and filed out through the narrow
openings In their own wire entanglements.
"Out In front a faint whistle cut across the roar
of fire. 'They're off,' said the forward officer Into
his 'phone, and a moment later a distinct change
In the note of sound of the overhead shells told
that the fire had lifted, that the shells were passing higher above his head, to fall farther back In
the enemy trenches and leave clear the stretch
Into which the Infantry would soon be pushing.
"For a minute or two there was no change In
the sound of battle. The thunder of the guns
continued steadily, a burst of rifle or machine
gun fire crackled as spasmodically.
"Men gulped In their throats or drew long
breaths of apprehension that this was the beginning of discovery of their presence in the open,
the first of the storm they knew would quickly
follow. But there were no more shells for the
moment, and the rattle of machine gun fire diminished and the bullets piped thinner and more
distant as the gun muzzle swept around. The Infantry hurried on, thankful for every yard made
in safety.
extra-speci-

"But at the attacking point the Infantry were
almost across when the storm burst, and the
shells for the most part struck down harmlessly
behind them. The men were Into the fragments
of broken wire, and the shattered parapet loomed
up under their hands a minute after the first shell
burst Up to this they had advanced In silence,
but now they gave tongue and with wild yells
leaped at the low parapet, scrambled over and
down Into the trench. Behind them a few forms
twisted and sprawled on the broken ground, but
they were no sooner down than running stretcher
bearers pounced on thera, lifted and bore them
back to the shelter of their own Unes.
"In the German trench the raiders worked and
fought at desperate speed, but smoothly and on
what was clearly a settled and rehearsed plan.
There were few Germans to be seen, and most of
these crouched dazed and helpless, with bands
They were promptly seized,
over their hends.
bundled over the parapet, and told by word or
gesture to be off. They waited for no second bidding, but ran with heads stooped and hands above
their heads straight to the British Une, one or
two men doubling after them as guards. Some
of the prisoners were struck down by their own
guns' shellflrc and these were Just as promptly
grabbed by the stretcher bearers and hurried In
under cover.

1
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NEW WRITING

IMPLEMENT.

A writing Implement composed of a mixture
of wax and finely ground pumice stone containing particles of Ink has been Invented by William
C. Geer of Akron, 0., to take the place of ordinary
and fountain pens, pencils, crayons and all other
writing Implements, says the Popular Science
Monthly. As the body of the new writing device
is composed of a mixture of wax and pumice
stone, which Is easily worn away when rubbed
against a paper surface, the inventor claims that
the cells of ink Intermixed with the wax and pumice stone will also be liberated, giving a uniform
supply of ink.
The device Is made by mixing the wax, pumice
stone and Ink together. When It Is heated to the
proper temperature It Is suddenly Immersed In
cold water. This chills and solidifies the wax
mixture, producing a body having a cellular structure, each cell being filled with Ink.

SOLDIER SCRAPBOOKS.
Have you begun saving Jokes and pictures for
scrapbook?
"Sammle's"
Kipling started these
8crapbooks in England for the wounded "Tommy," so of course It's a good idea.
A SAO CASE OF SUICIDE.

There Is a very pompous artist In New York
who used to have a sense of humor. His quips
were known everywhere.
Now, however, since
he has gained considerable vogue, he Is taking
himself and his work very seriously.
Owen Johnson, the novelist, saw him In a restaurant the other night sitting solemnly alone.
"Too bad," he said, real pity and tenderness
In his voice. "Poor Arthur
He has severed his
Joculnr vein."
1

HIS POINT OF VIEW.
"Mike, didn't you tell me once you have
brother who Is a bishop?" asked the contractor.
"Yes, sor, I did that."
"And here you are a hod carrier. Well, things
of this life are not equally divided, are they,
Mike?"
"No, sor," replied the Irishman, shouldering his
hod and starting up the ladder; "indade they is
not Poor felly He couldn't do this to save his
lolfe. sor I"
1
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po.sto'iice in Itoy, New Mexico.

Better yet If judges could be electmethed by absolutely
ods and only men of umpv?ftioned ability and integrity could Lc elected a
ju.W, nnd they held under the "II?- !!!
tncy were loumi doiow una
r.tandard in oiT.ce, and all Judges served in Districts remote from that in
which they were elected, thfre would
the lio no need of juries at '.!. Tho judges
''
vould then stand or fall on their
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The Lntlie3 Aid mot' at the;
church last Thursday, ct the hut;!-- :
r.Gs cession they decided to
'nerita.
hold a watch meeting at tho
Wo hone and cxncec ti live to ree
church
on Nov.' Years eve. Every
way
','ie
ryViom
when
jury
ic
the time

COMEJN;

ASK ABOUT IT.

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Churcn.
necessary.
is
presence
F, É. IVKY Supt

o-- .

JUT

done away with '.nd the administra
'lion of justice in t!: Courts be nc
to the hfohcrt ideals of Ju:,
have new birth of freedom,
an! lias
not the moel.uy it
and
tice
of
government
that
nd
the
Leen in the y.mi.
people, by tlio people, for Ilia
Put'ic fentinieiit h;;s long cried cut
people, shall not peribb from
the wrongs perpetrated by
the earth. Lincoln.
the Courts and yet wo permit laws
reverely puni ;h'mz lhoi,c who express
cantcmot for the Courts and a Judge
fine or imprison any man whom
HERE'S TO OLD GLORY, GOD may
he deems :how3 disrespect for him.
BLESS HER!
IKj.weE.iior.3 of
tliac come f.'C'iv
o
High source ! of authority in Court
If anyone attempts to haul down Matters within recent years indicate
the American flag, shoot him on the 'that a change is coming. Public
pot John A. Dix.
is soaring upwards and, if only
(treat thoughts of great men can be
poured on the Courts from above, they
will some day become what they
to be tnbunials of ubsolute Justice
where all men alike take their cause
and all accent aj rit'ht the decision
rendered.
If:

Thii cation, under Cod, chati
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We will sell at public auction al
our place three mile3 northwest o:
Mills on the Springer automobile roat
on
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, a
It is with courage and hope that wc
take a survey of the many avenues of m., the following property towit:
advancement made in New Mexico in

Sat Jan. 5th,
1918.

Mosquero and Mr. Tierce Field
of David were quietly married
nt the heme of the brides paren t.s
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill on
Christmas day Rev. Mathews
officiating. The bride is ons cf
our worthy young ladies blessed
with a pleasing personality, the
groom is a man of sterling quality. We wish to extend to the
happy couple best wishes and

will start you in our

brow-beate-

.

Sfa week.

Increase vour deDOsit
weens
ana m

naveAs

CATHOLIC
Mn33 once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
lie v. Fr. Chateau,
Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church

hearty congratulations.
Mrs. Mc Kinney is spending
the holidays with her childern

WON'T THAT 533.75 LOOK GOOD TO YOU NEXT CHMSMAS?
TO GET THAT MUCH, ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS, BRING IN A
NICKLE NOW, AND EACH WEEK INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT 5
CENTS AND IN 50 WEEKS HAVE $53.75.
OR YOU CAN BEGIN WITH 10 CENTS,
EVEN 1 CENT AND IN 50 WEEKS HAVE

Rev. Mathews and family and
dinner
Thos. Hollands
w?r
;uesls at the De Wecse home
m Christmas day.

PAYS
PAYS
PAYS
PAYS

CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

--

--

Ham

2 CENTS OR

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
W. C. Heaton,

CAN BEGIN WITH THE LARGEST PAYMENT' AND
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK,

,

1.6-hor-

THERE ARE ALSO 50 CENT, $1.00 AND $5.00 CLUBS WHERE
YOU PAY IN THE SAME AMOUNT EACH WEEK.
START TODAY ALSO START YOUR LITTLE ONES.

o

Melvin Bros.

;

'J

Chiin-boruz-

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

Smith

3d

Sunday,

Bradley,
Mosquero,

at Liberty,

11 A.M.
M.

Solano, ' 3, P.
R. L. MATTHEW, Pastor,

ROY

ier, darling of society,
interested in socKs and
necKties. Two hours
later this same individual is plain JohnM.Smith,

Services 2d Sunday of each
oionth at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

curity.
A swifter metamorphosis
than that which trans-

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
Sunday
3rd
at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

banK. cash-

g

easy-goin-

fugitive from Justice,
charged with murder,
hiding in a freight car,
beating his way to se-

!'

-

forms this character
would be hard to imagine or abetter story thn
that in which he appears
hard to find.

LODGE DIRECTORY

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Brothers always wel-

Juan

Dismal Swamp.
Tho great Dismal swamp Is n tract
of marshy land beginning a little soulh
of Norfolk, Va., anil extending Into
It contains l.'OOOii
North Carolina.
acres, Is '0 miles from north to south
and ten miles In width. At one lime
the tract Mas covered with trees with
brushwood between them so that it
was aim. 'St impassable. Sumo purls
have been cleared away, drained and
turned over to agriculture. A canal
mining through part of this area connects Chesapeake bay with Albemarle
sound. Ships going through this cana'
avoid the daggers of Cape Hulleras
In the middle of the swamp li
lake, seven miles In length, it
is the scene of Thomas Moore's. I.ai:e
uf the Dismal Swamp.

is interesting right from

the beginning.ingenious,
swift-movin-

and with

g

plenty of exciting

mo-

come.-

R. C.

Be
Sure to Read It

,Our New Serial
x

s

,

N. G.

Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

ever written by that

Francis Lynde

Grunig,

Wni. G. Johnson

ments. It i3 one of the
best pieces of fiction
popular writer,

'

Pastor.

O. W. HfiARN.

(jTeReal

Great

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
'
I. 0. 0. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
Grace V..0gden Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome
Early Day Buttons.
The ancients lacked buttons

one
Indeed, how they got along
without thein but evidently they posY&uthful Mothers.
sessed studs of modern pattern, such
Some of the world's notables have us those with which we fasten our
been born of parents well over thirty cults
and collars. Ami, In truth, they
years of age. Conversely great num- did even have a kind of button (though
bers of them were born of youthful not sewn on), which fastened garments
Abraham Lincoln's mother with a pin and hook exactly In the
mothers.
was only twenty-fiv- e
at the time of way our brooches and chisr pins operhis birth. Napoleon the Great was ate. Exchange.
,
born of parents twenty-thre- e
and nineteen years of ago, 'respectively. The
A True Pioneer.
mother of Pasteur, undoubtedly the
Felling trees which he helped to
greatest genius France has yet pro- plant
eighty years ago is the unique
duced, was under thirty, as were the experience
of n man in Devonshire
mothers of Herbert Spencer, Michael who is within three years of reaching
Farraday and John Stuart Mill.
the century
wonders,

J.

B. LUSK.

Attorney at Law
i

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY- -

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

mark.

Then j'ou will have a
PUBLIC

Stkono, County

M

11 A.M.
7 P.M.

CHRISTIAN

familiarly Known as
"Monty boy," young,

v

O. U.

11A.M.

Bradley, 7.00 P.

Second Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11 A. M.,

J. Montague

Parents -- nd Nurces blamed.
It Is not so much the
i:eriory of a fall or of n'rrlght In cur-ichildhood Unit prodives a lifelong
ii,e:ul it. It is "the unwise attitude of
parents and nurses in focusing the
child's attention upon the fear, in sapshowing their
ping his confidence
own apprehensions and communicating them to the suggestible child.'
writes Dr. H. Charles Cameron of J.oli
don to the Lancet. "The child of himself Is li' afraid to fall" he con
tinues. "It is the parents who make
fall as (
fit tit afraid by treating th
hsaster. The child of himself Is not
nfrnld of being left alone. It is 1"
parents Mho undermine i.is confident!
by keeping him always under
from a nnmeiess dread o"
what may happen to him."

SALE.

There's only one, REAL
in the Country, Thats -

Auc--tione-

Trcusui-e-

Tom

J.

Tatlor,

jr.. ASsrtneto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico '
t

r

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
mora M)unty.

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Mosquero,

BAPTIST

sawed in stove
lengths ready now. As good as
coal and cheaper. At the Lee
West place 9 miles south of Roy.
$ro.w a cora. 4X4xo ieei.
(Jo a mile South of Guthmans,
and take angling road to southeast. Good road.
UPTON Bros.
The wood

LONG-DISTANC-

Rural-Communi-

at

1st Sunday

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

Drum-mond-

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

2nd & 4th Sundays

i

--

20-3-

ANNUALLY.

INTEREST

WE ADD

and 7:30 p m.

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Church

$127.60
63.75
25.50
12.75

'

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows':
1st Sunday at Newton School

YOU

L. W. Wilson and family itre
rejoicing over the return of there
jons and brothers, Claude Earl
,'rom Camp Kearney Cal. where
;e is a soldier of the U. S. and
lvin has been employed as
stenographer at his old home in
lexas. It is a happy family reunion and the boys are looking

E,

President
Mies mujan Gkinek, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at "o'clock, .
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Christmas and wedding bells
intermingle. Mi-i- Erma Hill "of

the past few years. Practices of the
ruling gang which made decent men
shudder only a few years ago, are now
in the past and impossible for the fu9 HEAD OF CATTLE 9
ture. The arbitrary stealing of a
Firstclass Milch Cows.
Legislature is so odious that it can
Heifer.
never be done again with impunity.
Yearling Heifers.
The old election laws by which elecSpring Calves.
tions were stolen, ballot boxes stuffed
14 head of Sheep.
n
and voters
or polluted or
9 head of Chickerw,
line.
intimidated are all done away with
1 Storage Tank. 1G bbls.
under a most modern Australian Bal1 pair Scales, 600 lbs, good as new.
lot law which provides ample punish-- !
1
Storage Oil Tank.
Mrs. Dr. Dartholemew ef Logan
ment for violaters, a law for which
1
Steel Oil Tank.
'is back on their homestead
Utah,
we are inueoiea to our present uov-ernKii!
FARM MACHINERY
at Mills and will remain
more than to any other one
1 Mowing machine.
man. A system of assessing taxe.i so
they can make proof on their
1 rake and one harrow.
that they are more evenly divided than
The Dr. will come
homestead.
1 Emerson single disc Plow.
ever before even tho' vilely abuse still
1 Cultivator Sled.
later.
and many other improved conditions.
1
h
Feed Mill.
The cause of all this advancement
Leo Wagner left Thursday
Engine.
has been an aroused public sentiment
1 Emery Wheel Tool Grinder.
which demands decency in politics, and
for Iowa in company with Mr.
1 Anvil and Forge.
the chief factor in the creation of this
Pkilip Pint. He will join his wife
1 3', 4 inch Steel Wagon.
public sentiment has been the news-- 1
there, visit his grandmother and
1 Good Wheel Barrow.
papers that have dared to condemn
wrongs and turn on the light in the'
other
relatives and return in a
other
and
Dishes, stoves; cnairs
dark places, yet a newspaper dare not
couple of weeks. He plans to be
Household Furniture.
tell all the truth nor condemn those
1 Circular Wood Saw.
ready in case the Government
who abuse power lest they be persecuted.
TERMSA credit of 10 months will calls on on him to carry a gun
be given on All Sums Over $10, pur- insteadof raising
wheat.
Ox all the evils that attend a free
chaser giving bankable note, no inand democratic form of government, terest' if p:iid when, due; if not paid
the jury .'system, as practiced in the when due to bear 12 per cent interest
Island of Santo Domingo.
United States is the most impractical, from date. A discount of 10 per cent
It Is Incorrect to npply to tin? entlr?
most abused and moyt democratic
will be given for Cash on all sums Island tho linme of llalli, ns that was
in existence.
over $10. Sum3 of $10 or less, cash. merely the ahorlgirnl name for the
The jury system lends it .elf utterly No property to be removed until set- western
seel ion (th.' present repubto sharp practices and improper in- tled for.
lic). The island plionld 'properly b'
f
fluences in ihe administration of Juseither Hiiuto Domingo, by whleli
5
One
Emerson Tractor Engine called
tice and no fair minded man, who has
it I is been known for the greater
be
plow.
to
Terms
disc
gang
6
with
had experience with juries will try to
part of thi four centuries of the two
defend the system, much less the arranged at sale.
names, Haiti-SantDomingo. Another
methods by which juries are manipumistake that is niada frequently Is to
OWNERS.
of
miscarriage
justice.
lated for the
refer to this republic1 as smto DominCOL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
The jury makes a useful scapegoat for VICTOR BIXBY, Clerk
go. While the island may be properly
the man who exploit them and are
called !!into Domingo, the correct
L. H. H. Club Will Serve Lunch.
useful only to causes which are wrong.
name of the country la the Dominiean
We had a thousand times rather deRepublic. Santo Domingo is not the
pend for nbsolute justice on an unname of n country, but of the capital
prejudiced and competent judge than
and largest city of the Dominican reon any jury of ordinary citizens who
Himalayas Highest Mountains.
public. Thix island Is ill so frequently
are bound, in the nature of things to
The highest mountains in the world, confused with the Island of Dominica
be poorly qualified to settle questions that Is, continuous range of greatest
1'be latter is a small 1! iti:;!i Island in
of law and evidence.
average height, are Ihe Illnmhtyii the lesser Antilles, uhout ."150 miles
A jury can be chosen by commisinouninlns in Asia. The range or sysRico, between the
sioners who make it a point to choose tem is nearly 1,500 miles 'long, more southeast of Puerto
French Islands cf Guade'.ope mid Maronly men who may be depended on to
miles wide, contain many tinique. As this Island was discovered
thati
decide any case a3 they may be directfrom 10,000 to 18,000 feet by Columbus on Sunday he culled it
mountains
ed by political or other influences, and high,
One Dominica.
si number much higher.
and
no honest person who may have a
of them, Mount Everest, rises to
cause to be decided by them even pro
feet and is the highest on the
test against a venire which is well globe. There are fifteen other mounSounding Tube Replaces Bells.
deknown to be selected purposely to
22,240 to 23,
range
from
the
in
tains
A
modern substitute for the llmc- cide against him. A jury may be com278 feet in height. Of 20 mountains In himnrcd but cumbersome bell chime!
posed of the most ignorant and even
the world, which are over 22,000 feet consists of sets of accurately tuned
criminal men but their decision is su- high.
15 are In the Himalayas and Uve "bes or pipes, which can be installed
preme unless a higher court is invoked.
In the Andes in Soulh America, the In any belfry and occupy small space,
A jury is' sworn to do justice to all
highest In ihe Andes being an extinct says Popular Mechanics Magazine.
parties and yet chosen to sit on a cáse
23,000 feet. The famous
volcano
Electric hammers, mounted nt the upsystem,
when those who know the
Ecuador, long believed to be per .'ml of the pipes, strike thein with
In
know they have no idea of rendering
Andes, Is
sharp blows through the opera-liojustice. They are charged by the the highest mountain In the
to be only 20,408 feet above
known
now
projecting and recoiling magof
and
to
according
law
decide
to
judge
nt least seven üéis. The magnets' are' controlled by
evidence and to pay no attention to sea level, and there are
peaks In the Andes that are a simple keyboard which can be Inthe harangue and pleading of the law- other
iiu the Rocky stalled In any part of the building deyers and then the lawyers arc allowed higher. The highest MeKinley,
20,401
Mount
are
mountains
sired nnd which can be played by nay
oratory
of
every
by
art
to endeavor
18,01(1 feet, both In
Ellas,
St.
nnd
feet,
person having u rudimentary knowl-.-dg- e
and deceit, and falsehood to try to
many peaks in the
of the plano. Chimes of this
dictate to the jury how it shall decide, Alaska. There are
to 15.840 sort require so little current to opand in the verdict the rest of the court Rocky mountains from 10,500
is exhonorated from blame because the feet, or from two to three miles. There erate them that It is scarcely recorded
are 5,280 feet lu a mile.
by the meter.
jury did it.
A lawyer may stand up in open court
and abuse witnesses, accuse the most
honorable people of crime or falsehood
or perjury and there is no recourse for
the citizen thus attacked, but a newspaper dare not tell the truth about
sotno person in office or it and its editor will be persecuted under some pre
text or another and either sent to the
pen or put out of business with a libel
Ñ. M.
suit and yet we are' proud of our free
Office and Exchange, ROY,
democratic instutions.
So much for criticism our idea of
PHONE at Springer.
E
Connects with
reform would be to have juries, if wc
must have them, composed of men who
'
make jury duty a profession and who
Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
are compelled to qualify for the duty,
Lines conand intermediate points,
by a civil service examination, and an
' ; Efficient Service-- .
unblemished moral record. They should j
Roy City Exohang,
nected.
aerve m a court where there is no!
friendships
ot
chante for personal
to influence, them or local !
interests or partisanship to warp their f
judgment. 'A fair verdict could and
woirt'i generally le rendered h? rqchJ.
Two-year-o- ld

Y. P. S. C.
MviiA O.

invited,

in Roy.

Public Sale

s

er

-

Col F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office,
Roy.
New Mexico.'
Spanish-America-

TitI!
if";
y?E
.

...i..Keu

HAVjA
AIMMter

in the Mora Grant ar being
uui ana we are also prepared- ' ,
to furnish Abstract on these Lands.
i.VmdJs

,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

éntrud tusdm,lhed

with Prorowiew and Accurjy
wHeubiuiiT an unten

.

.'".-

Different Mthedt.
1 ..ManJr women ,Ketift .rei ooaetfronrj-.- shedding too many tears oer a mno '
who
a red nose from taking too
rmny "smile." Farm Lrfa.
-

gt

4
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
IN THE DISTRICT COUUT OF
DISTRICT
JUDICIAL
THE FOURTH
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OF THE STATK OF
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
SITTING IN AND FOR THE COUts-- I
Dee. 5, 1917
NEW-MEXIC-

TY OF MOUA.

IT

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Georro Eriokson and
C. II. Collins,
I'luintiffs.

THE UNIVEIÍS AL CAR

oy G

'

AVi

ge

(94) Style

Uefenviants.

WHEREAS, in fie above oniitled
:u:se and Court, judgement was du'y
rcr.di-reon the lllli day of April, 19,7
in favor of plaintiffs and neainsi .ne
liMVndiiuU, for the sum of two hundred
il'nty-six
dollars and twenty cents
15. SG LOj, tosrether with, the e 8U of
:i;d action,
ni.l with interest from
.aid date at the ta'e of seven pir cent
ptT annum until paid;
And
by said judg-ti- !
WHKFEAS,
nt said amount va dec'arcd to bo a
li.ii in favor of p a ntiíN upon all and
insular the following described land
an.l real estile, situate, h in;; and
'
in the County of Mora and St ite ( f
'cw Mexico,
The southeast quarter of section
four, in tswn-h'twenty north (f

Cars Housed and Cared for

Calora and
bixos tilths

f.'imuua line
nlcyclM, how:i in full colerín our VirncwGit;ilniriiP
i'irprei. There
(SO olhrrs, nlso, shown nt in kv rciiuinir fnmi $11.7. 1t 973. 7Sf $15.1 a
re eit'hty-tlirc- e
up. There Is n W40 liirvrle for every rUicr, at a price made iotible only by our
VACTuur-DintiCT-'io-iiwa- a
sales ijuu.
tint write TODAY for Mils new Calntoiruf "f "Knnrer" fclcyclrs.
CClüri Mft fJílKSY
Also,
Bumlne.i (it pjmvi í Imo Wm- - tiliast(iiiiKrt)OH.
SiiJífcíCI
wU
Tirenwl
OkltiJ
full pnvtlculnrs of our Kreat new ofler to deliver to you all, chorara prrrnHil your choice of any
Bicycles
OA'
mny
you
íOATJfS
tí
"KANGKR''
í'Kv'íi
f..r
2'Míi.
94
select.
kiniiíof
of the
Thi wonderful offer i almiMclu (icnninr. vNoo;te criúcite your choice if t s Kanecr" túe
most popular, largest 6clliu Dieyclí iu tl;c country.

of

"Rxnger"

TIRES,

USPS. MUVpWmte

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work
ROY,

'

Alejandro Montoya of MilU New MeX,
who on July 2,1rd 1913 mado H. E. No.
Seo 17 and

EJ-SE-

J

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Section 18 Twn, 21N. Rn;. 25E. N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenOflice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Nov. 24, 1917
tion to make
Ihice Year Proof,
Notice is hereby given that Claude to establish claim to the land above
R Hoskins of Roy, New Mexico who described before F H Foster U S
on Deo. 26 1914 made HK. No. 0HI074 Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
for NEi See 2j Twp 20N Rng27E NM. M on Jan 19 1918
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
Claimant names as witnesses:
to make three year final proof to estab
Maria Maestns Jose C. Maeslas
Jose
lish claim to the land above described
before V H Foster, U S com, at Roy Hilario Trujillo Alejandro Hernandez
All of Mills, N. M.
N M on the 16th day of Jan. 1918
VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. W. Boulware
A. S. Hoskins
5

M. M.

Fairis

C.

0.

Hoskins

Al! of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

5

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Clayton
U. S. Land Office at

N M

Nov. 21 1917

hereby given that Jjhn
T. Standi! o Solano N. M. who on
Junel, l'15, made II. E No C2020:1
Sec 7 and
forNEl:SEl-NvJ- ,
NEJ-NES;t:tifn, lá Township 18 N
Range 27E N. M. P. M, bits filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
viaim to the land above described
a
before F H Foster, U S Comm
office at Roy N. M on the 19th day
of Jan 1913
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice

s

Ej-SK- L

1

-

Kelly
John Beckman
Mark Woods
C. M. Thompson
All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico.
Nov. 24. 1917
Notice is hereby given that
John McCrystel Jr. of Roy New Mex.
who, on June. 21 913 made II E No.
()16.Vi9 for SL'l and SWi
Section If.
25E.
20 N.
Uange
Township,
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Y II
Land above described before
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
New Mexico on Jan. 18 1918
Claimant names as witnesses
Harry Lnhstroah
Add Harrison
Tony Kweicit-John McCiystel
All of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

The Plumlee
HOSPITAL
ROY,
New Mex.
Newly Built and Equipped

l OK HE

rUlíLICA'ilui

Good

Department of the Interior
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.
Nuv.2S191t
12-5
Notice is hereby 'iven lhat David V
Field of David N. M. who on May 18
1910 made Desert Land Entry No.
Sec 17 Twp 18N
O.A SALE, B.S. MD., Ass't Surgeon 011373 for Nl-SHnjf 30 E N.M.I'.M. has filed notice of
EKMA HALL, Superintendent
intention to make proof under the Act
in the manner required of homeTHE PLUMLEE HOSPITAL
stead
entrymeti to establish claim to
CARUS PLUMLEE,
described,
before
land above
the
Surgeon
Chief
U. S, Land
ReiMsier & Receiver
Office Clayton N. M. on the ISth day
Eyes Tested and Glasses of Jan. lDlrt
Correctly Fitted,
claimant names as witnesses:
Charles P. Field
A. C. Smith
We Guarantee Optical Work to
Pierce Fie'd
'
Guinn
R.
J.
Give Perfect Satisfaction.
All of David N Mex
PAZ VALVERDE,
All work of this kind, is strictly
Register.
5

Fillings, Proof3 and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
We also have new COTTAGES
Prompt Attention
'
with SLEEPING PORCHES, Office at Solano, New Nexico.
Separate from the Main Building
Tubercular Patients.
Stomach Trouble and Con-

Care for both Medical and
gical Cases.
.

Now under Management of
J.F.ARNETT
Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant

Sur-

stipation
Those wanting Cottage rooms
Those who are afflicted with
should engage them in advance
trouble and constipation thoulc
as these Cottages are occupied as read the following;: "I have nevei
fast as we can build and equip found anything so good for stomach
trjuble and constipation as Chhmher-lain'them.
Carus Plumlee, M.D.
Proprietor and Head Physician.
O.A. SALE, B.S. M.D. Ass't Physician
ERMA HALL, Superintendent.

Roy, New Mexico
'
Short Order
Meals
Re&ular
.
rrpp'f.
ARNETf
F.
J.

iuf-fere-

AH of Sec 36, Township
Range 26 East, containing
64) acres, Imprvementi consist of
Notice is hereby given that Charley
fencing, value $200.00,
Burks of De Haven New Mexico who on
Dec. 17, 1914, made, H. E. No. 018994 Sale
No.. 915 - NJ, SEJ,
SEJ
J
',
f r SWI Sec. 22
S'VJ, Sec. 1(5: T. 20 N., R. 2tE., con
2!
M.
E.
P.
N.
Sec. 27 Twp 22N. Hng
taining 600 acres, Improvements conMeridian
has filed notice of in sist of fencing, value ÍG1. 50.
tention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above de- Sale No. 946 - Swi-SwSee. 10, T
F. H.
scribed,
Foster 2oN., R. 20E., containing 40 acres.
before
U S com, at Roy N. Msx. cn the Improvements consist of fencing, value
12th day of Feb. I91S.
$rtoo.
D.-c- .

Claimant names as witnesses:

The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

No bid on the above described tracts
ol 'ana win oe accepiea lor less man
Emolió Gonzules
A. T. Carter
ilO.OO per acre, which is the appraised
All of Do Haven New Mexico.
value thereof and in addition thereeo
ths successful bidder must pay for the
PAZ VALVERDE
1 12
niprovements.
Register
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The abive sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and cendi-ionDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
viz: thx succesrul bidder must
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.
pay to the Commissioner of; Public
Dec. 4, 1917
Lands, or his ajient holding such sale,
NOTICE is hereby given that Clara
of the prb'j .offered by
Miller of Huston New Mexico, Whoor him for tho land, fuur percent interest
July 17 1913. made H. E. No. I9:37for in advance for
the balance of Such
and NWJ-SWpurchase price, the fees for advertising
Section 10 Twp K'N. Rng. 24 E N.M.l". and
appraisement and all costs incident
Ier.dian, has filed notice of intention a' to the sale herein and each and all
o make Three Year Troof, to estab-i.;of said amounts must be deposited in
claim to the land above described cash or certifiedexchange at the time
before An clrno Gonzales IT. S. Com. of sa'e and which said amount3 and all
at Trujillo N. M. on Jan. 171918.
of them aresui.ject to forfeiture to the
S'ate of New Mexico if the. successful
Claimant names as witnesses:
bidder does not execute a contract
V. (uintana
Quint mu
tbin thirty days after it hrs been
10.
B.
M,
Howe
Cropp
J.
miii'ed to Jiim by the State Land Office
New
Mexico.
All of Trementina
sail contract to provide that the purFRANCISCO DELGAEO
chaser may at his option make payments of not less thun one thirtieth of
5
HegNter.
ninety five per cert of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of fbii ty years
from the date of the contract and to
I can loan you money on your provide for the payment of any unpaid
final receipt as easy as on your balance at the expiration of thirty,
patent' or warranty deed and vears from the date of the contract
your mortgage need not bear but with interest on deferred payments at
of four per cent per
3 percent interest.
Come in and the rate
in advance on the anniversary
let us talk to you about your of the date of the contract, partial pay
loan.
menta to becredited on the anniversary
J. E. Wildman, Loan and In7 if the date of the contract next follow-- "
'
surance Agency. Office at resi- ing date of tender.
The above sale Of land will be sub- dence north end Chicosa St.
i,w,t in
ta
ua
, liil A V af inir riirlifu nnoMiii.n
,
..........
Roy, N. M. '
rights pf way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Pub ic Lands or
bis agent holding such sale reserves
ROARK
C.N.
tliA rlffht to reiect anv und all bids
Choice Ranches and Farm9! offered at said suie.
E.

i

t

NEi-NW-

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
N. Mex.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oitk-at Clayton, New Mexico,
e

December 18, 1!H7

Notice is hereby given that Grovei
Hamilton, of Mosquero, Union county, New Mexico, who, on Septembei
16, 1914, made Homestead Entry, Ser.
No. 018488, for the SW, Sec. 11,
C.

The fitrbnj and Weak.
:
The brave and liol.d persist evef
w
Mfulnst 'J urtune ; the timid a ui ,,
ardly riiii t UeSpalr'Hhrousu feat
ifiHfcfHl'aoltwfc

Frazi'r

Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E., N. M. P. M.,

has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof to establish
claim to the land above described, be-.fore W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commission-hi- s
er at. his office at Roy, N. M., on the
lZtn day or. feuruary,

iio

annum-payabl-

e

.

.

I

well-know-

An englnee
siihmaiine or Hlrplane!"
as expert was called. He looked a
tlie masterpiece for a long time an.
In
turned It round aud round.
wld:, "It l possibly a wachlntf, bu
it will not explode!" On ihi. liie ImY
wti allowed t depart. , .

J

12-1-

Claimant names as witnesses:
PllÍTO"nr norne"
Grover C. Hamilton, Robert F.
Fred M. Deitz, Robert F. Moore, and
Mosquero,
of
Moore, and Ralph Hazen
Ralph Hazen all of Mosquero, Union
Union County, N. M.; and Tony J. county, JN. Ai., ánd Tony .i heimann,
Heimann of Albert, Union county, New of Albert, Union county, N. M.
,
Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Ouija Board.
A Cuom fUixie.
ouija beard, has no
n
The
cubist t
The wife of a
more Intelligence than any other piece
was returning from Spuiu ti
of wood and lis movement or uellon France. The customs oliiccr opened
la the supposed answering of ques- her basuage and discovered it remarktions is controlled or Imparted to It able canvaa. Tho picture appeared t
either consciously or unconsciously, repri'seut a collection of old Iron
innocently or íriiudiilenlly, voluntarily which had bceu strongly colored. Tlu
or involuntarily, by the operator. It olllcer gar.ed with astonishment, min
is praatieally the name thing under
gled with suspicion, at the work of art.
new mime as the plauchette board,
"That's lay portrait," said the hub
which hud such a great, run In the coldly. "Never!" retorted her exam
early days of the H'lrltualUiu craze. luer. "That must be lh plan of :
d

1

s,

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

December 18, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Fred M.
Deitz of Mosquero, Union county, New
Mexico, who, on December 19, 1914,
made Homestead Entry, No. 019043,
for the NWVi Section 35, Twp. 19N.,
Ransre 28E. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Ti,,...
Vonr Prnnf to establish claim
to the land above described, before
H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th dav of February, 1918.

WJ-Sw-

L

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

ROY,

No. 944

2o, North,'

5, 1917

wJ-SW-

s

Tablet?. I have used them ofl
and on now for the past two years
They not only regulate the action ol
the bowels but stimulate the liver anc'
keep one's body in a healthy condition"
writes Mrs. Benjamin Hoorer, Auburn
N. Y.

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

laws of the State of New Mexico and
and the rules and regulations of tho
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will otter at piiplio sale
to the highest bidder, at 2 o'lock, P.M.
on Wednesday, February 27ch, 1918. in
the town of Mora, County of Mora and
State of New Me"ico, in front of the
court house therein, the following
tracts of land, viz.

NOTICE FCR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Sale
Office ut Clayton, New Mexico,

l.vi '

Exchange.

'

CHARLES U. STRONG
Special Master,
fated at Mora, New Mexico,
this first day of December, 1917.'

Ftom-ac-

8

The Southwestern
Hotel

real estate hereinbefore described,
together with all the ri);lit, title and
interest of the said defendants therein
or thereto

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

Nursing.

.

CASH

Ch imberlain's Tablets oro intended
especially for stomach troubles, bilious-lie- s
and constipation, unci have met
villi much success in the treatment of
d
tinco diseases. People who have
for years with Btomxcli troubla
urn h ive been urmble to obtain any
permanent relief, htve been completely cured by the use of these tablets.
Ch imbrr.lHiii'fl Tablets are also of great
ra:)'e twenty-- i ven eait, N. M P. M. value (or bilioubness. Chronic conrti-pa'io- n
mil upon a'.l the riyht, tit'o aad inter
may be permanent, cured by
.st of the said defendants therein and taking Chamberlain's Tablets and obar.d the undersigned
was by serving the plain printed directions
:id judgr::cnt du'y appointeS as special
with each battle.
rirslcr to sell the said premises in accordance with !aw and the piactice of
,
State of New Mexico,
is.'. 1 court, to satisfy tlie lien aforeFOR PUBLICATION
. NOTICE
CHAMBERLAINS COUGH REMEDY LZl
s
Public Land Sale
f
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
This is not only one of tha best anc
Mora County
moat efficient medicine for couchs, hereby giveh that on the 7th day of
lunuary, J'.V.S, at the hour of ten Office of the Commissioner of Public
colda, and croup, but is also pleasant
and safe to take, which is important (A; ock A, M., at the door of the Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
when medicina must be given to child- court house in the Town of Mora, Mora
Many mothers have given it County, New Mexico, I will offer for
ren.
Notice is hereby given that,
a'e and sail to the highest bidder for pursuant to the provisions ot an act of
their unqualified endorsement.
cash, all and singular the said land and Congress, approved June 20th, 1910,

Nice, Clean, New Rooms and

'

5

NOIiCK

Chamberlains Tadlts

p

j

Wj-SW- l;

Register,

tt-w-

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

015729 fot

PAZ VALVERDE,

be-in-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Why buy "Trinket Toys" at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
5oc at Mills when you can get
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Nor. 24 1917.
them for 45c at
Notice is hereby given tb
Fairview Pharmacy.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

GASOLINE STA.

New Mex.

At

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

Anton Ksvieciej
Thomas Zablockl
AH of Roy New Mexico

--

Davenport Bro's, Proprietors

zXtizxz

iy

J.

Claimant names as witnesses: '
Frank Schultz Stani: la.is Ryehlewski

'

Repuir J'.irts nmi Cointiinntioti Oder for
m
in llicycle equipment nnd Sumlrie:), nj
refitting your i!ci Uicycle-- nll shown fully illustrated, ut HALF VSVAÍi l'UIVKS. Our new
bicycle
l.ynny
concern. Even if you do not need n new
Cntnlnuue U the liirutest ever issued
Bicycle now, or Repair Part,Tirt, etc., for your fcld Bicycle, you need this Calokjtfut to tell yon
you
do buy,
the prices you should pay wbea
in every nelBhhorhoodlo ride
ITRMYCH Wetrnnt Rider
URkJli.JJ and exhibit the new "RAJHUKH." You can select the
youm;
Hoy
mer.
and
in all part of thecosntry ore
particular style suiteil to your own necdJ.
Liking orders from their frirndi. They make i EOodoonimisHlon ou every
sale and so can you. Our ere.it output, perfeetid lucthou aud niachineiy enable lu to sell
"quality" Bicycles ut prices below all coiuuetitor.
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Our b!r. r.ew Catalogue also jrlves tome
pace to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of our "llicycle" custnraersof a generation airo
re now buying their "Auto" SuadrieJ U ui, because Uv;y kuow "Mead" quality aud prices are
always right.
WRITE US TOOAY. Do not delay. A postal request at a crwt of one (.ut will brine you the
prices,
flOT jyfiiutilyouEetitaiidourtoondcjulnewoflersand
fctg cauttok'ue.

IliUttl Ratilltf

No. 2452.

vs.
hum Austin, and

1

SJ-S-

i:

üa'bina Austin,

and LIVERY
Year Choice cf EíiseIyF?ir

Notice is hereby given that
Andrzej Kempa of Roy N. M. Who
on Feb. 14, 1913 made II. E. No 014772
Sec 25 an SEIfor SWJ-SESE Siction 26 Twp. 20N. Knjr. 2CE
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
latí day of Fe'.). 19H.

for Sale near Roy.
Show them to yon.

Let u$

J. L. Hayes Real E iftteC.
N.M.
Roy,
Clayton New Mex.
,

LAND PLATS of a J kinds
Abstracts of U. S. ' Land
MAPS.
Office Records,
"" " ' Prompt Attention

under contracts of sale

Pos-essi-

for the above described tracts will lx
given on or before October 1st, 1918.
witness my hand and the official seal
of ttie Stat s Land Oflice, of the State
day
of New Mexico, this Twenty-thir- d
of November, 1917.
-

'

'

'

kOBEltT P, KRVLKN,
Ceromiseiooer of Public Laa
f the State of New Mtfxicu,
1st Puhlicntieo Dec.?, lJT7
Last Publfóut'w Feb, 9

ltí.

; :

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Many young men wlio a tew uioritm
ago were picking up fugitive wlrelesi
messages on rudely constructed amateur Instruments in their homes ar
now serving at Important radio posti
on sea and ashore. The war has re
111
venled what a large number of young
men were interested In radio experimentation and service. A school foi
AT L.EA8T BOO ARE WANTED AT men enlisted In the radio service was
opened at Harvard university, where
ONCE IN THE HOSPITALS
2,000 men are training, 400 graduating
AT CANTONMENTS.
for duty each month.
iu huuhioii iu uie wnr worn, routine
peace service are continued, Including
MEASLES, THEN PNEUMONIA storm signals and weather reports and
bulletins Informing ship commanders
of floating wrecks, buoys out of posiArmy Medical School Safeguards Mil- tion, Icebergs, and other obstructions
to navigation.
lions by Vaccines Interned
GerOn the Atlantic are three
mans at Hot Springs Fairly Treated
c
stations capable of
and Paid for Labor.
communication, and four
(From Committee on Public Information.) stations are located on the Pacific
eonsf.
Washington.
The outbreaks of
Slnce the opening of the war the exmeasles at the cantonments, followed
pansion of the personnel In training In
by the resultant complications, Including pneumonia, have Increased the the radio service has been more than
1,000 per cent.
need for additional nurses at the hospitals established In connection with
The laboratory at the Army Medical
the camps. At least 500 trained nurschool has shipped since April 1 suffi
ses are wanted at once.
After a recent Inspection trip to one cient typhoid and paratyphoid vaccines
of the camps with a high sick rate the to Inoculate every man In the army.
Throughout the process of making
surgeon general reported there had
been 8,000 cases of measles. At the the vaccine Is guarded against any con- -'
time of his visit there were 300 cases tamlnatlon. It Is then stored in sealed
vessels in locked refrigerators, to
of pneumonia In' the hospital.
In charge
The height of the measles epidemic which, only the two officers
is over, but pneumonia does not de- have keys, and none of these vessels
Is ever moved, except In company of
velop for some time after the Incidence
one of the officers. In more than six
of the measles, so a considerable num
large-scal- e
production not
ber of cases of pneumonia may be ex months of
a trace of contamination
has been
pected.
found.
The pay of nurses Is $50 a month
One of the tests of the vaccines inand maintenance. Application should
mouse, a
be made to the superintendent, Army cludes the inoculation of a
too much
guinea
rabbit.
pig,
a
If
and
Nurse Corps, Mills building, Washing
product used as a
tricresol (a coal-ta- r
ton.
preservative and to kill the bacilli)
had been added, the mouse would bo
The Interned Germans at the station killed. Should tetanus germs be pres
it Hot Springs, S. C, are not prisoners ent both the mouse and the guinea pig
of war. They comprise officers and would bo killed. With the emulsion
crews of the German merchant vessels correct, as It must be to be used, no
which were held In the United States animal is killed, and the guinea pig
at the time of the declaration of war. and rabbit are not visibly affected by
These aliens receive no funds from the Inoculation.
the government eacept compensation
for labor actually performed. Those
There Is in the country from two to
engaged In construction work get $20
years' supply of whisky, brandy,
three
a month, with an additional $5 to foremay be commandeered
man. Interned officers have not been and gin which
by the government If required for purpermitted to receive from any source
poses of manufacture of alcohol for
more than $10 a month and crewmen
munitions. The .requirements for Innot more than $5. Receipts In excess
alcohol, however, In addition
dustrial
of these amounts are placed to the to
normal output from sawdust and
the
credit of the aliens In banks.
other waste products, is negligible.
Three plain but substantial meals The desirability of saving all the grain
are prepared each day. There Is no used in brewing from the standpoint
waste, the same measures of economy of food conservation is therefore limand conservation which are being ited by the social question Involved In
urged upon every American housewife the exclusive use of whisky.
being practiced at Hot Springs.
ree-approved
The president
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The man demurred sullenly, and be"If that bandit really means to spare
us, why did he send us away in the gan a rcfusul; ut his wife, after a
23
Longorio broke In with a snarl : "la night, like this?" she asked. "I shall wondering scrutiny, Interrupted him
it my fault that the country Is In be surprised if we are not assassinated with a cry. Bushing forward, she took
the edge of Alalre's skirt In ber bands
arms? Military necessity compels me before morning.'
"He must have meant It" Alalre and kissed it
to remain here. I consider myself
"God be pialsedt A miracle P sht
magnanimous. I " Ills voice cracked, spoke with a conviction she did not
awl be made a dlspalrliig. violent ges- entirely feel. "Father O'Malley aroused exclulmed. "Juan, don't you see? It is
ture. "Go, before 1 change my mind."
the beautiful señora for whom we pray
the finer side of his nature."
Duve signaled to the others, and
"Perhaps," agreed the priest "Some- every night of our lives. On your knees,
Alaiie slipped away to make herself where In him there is a fear of God," shameless one I It Is she wlo delivered
ready. During the uncomfortable siBut Dave was skeptical. "More like- you from the prison."
lence which succeeded her departure, ly a fear of the gringo government"
Juan stared unbelievingly, then his
Longorio pnced the room, keeping his said he. "Longorio Is a fourflusher. face changed; his teeth flashed in a
eyes resolutely turned away from Law. When be realized he was licked he smile, and. sweeping his hat from his
"Do you mean that L too, may got" tried to save his face by a grandstand bead, be, too, approached Alalre.
O'Malley Inquired.
play. He didn't want to let us go."
"Jl is I Señora, I am Juan Garcia,
"Then whet Is to prevent him from whom you saved, and this Is Inez," he
"What good are yon to me?" snapped
well, from having us followed?" declared. "Heaven bless yon and
the general.
"You will give us safe conduct?"
Alalre inquired.
"Nothing," Dave told her.
"Now I know yon," Alalre laughed,
"lie still, priest I" Longorio glared
As they climbed the bank and rode and slipped down from her saddle.
I the speaker, clasping and unclasping
his flsts behind his back.
onward Into the night she said: "No "This Is a happy meeting. Sol You
With the sound of hoofs outside, matter what happens, dear, I shall be live here, and that was little Juan who
Alalre and Dolores appeared, and the happy, for at last one of my dreams ran away as If we were going to eat
irxlcan straightened himself with an has come true." He reached out and him. Well, we are hungry, but not
effort.
patted her. "You've no Idea what a hungry enough to devour Juanlto."
"Adiós, señora i" be said, with a stiff coward I was until yon came. But the
Turning to her companions, she exbow. "We have had a pleasant friend- moment I saw yon all my fears van- plained the circumstances of her first
ship and a thrilling flirtation, eh? 1 ished. I was like a lost child who sud- meeting with these good people, and as
shall never cease to regret that fate denly sees its father; In your arms I she talked the Gardas broke In "JoyInterrupted at such an interesting mo- felt perfectly safe, for the first time in fully, adding their own account of her
ment.
Adlosl Adlosl" lie bowed all my Ufe, I think. I I couldn't bear goodness.
formally. In turn to Dave and to the to go on without you, after this."
"We've fallen among friends," Alalre
priest, then resumed his pacing, with
Dave found nothing to say; tbey told Dave and Father O'Malley. "They
his hands at his back and his brow rode along side by side for a time in will let us rest here, I am sure."
furrowed as if In a struggle with af- a great contentment that required no
Husband and wife agreed In one
fairs of greater moment than this.
voice. In fact they were overjoyed at
speech. Then Alalre asked:
But when he heard the outside door
"Dear, have yon considered how we an opportunity of serving her; and litcreak shut behind them bis Indifference
are going to explain our marriage?" tle Juan, his suspicions partially alvanished and he halted with head
"Won't the circumstances explain layed, Issued from biding and waddled
turned in an effort to catch the last It?"
forward to take part In the welcome.
sounds of their departure. His face
Shamefacedly the elder Garcia ex"Perhaps. And yet
It seems ages
was like tallow now, his lips were since I learned what happened to Ed. plained his Inhospitable reception of
drawn back from his teeth as If In su- but in reality it's only a few honra. the travelers. "We hear the gringos
s
preme agony. A moment and the
are coming to kill us and take our
Won't people talk?"
bad died away. Then Longorio
"I farms. Everybody is badly frightened.
Dave caught at the suggestion.
slipped his leash.
see. Then let's keep it secret for the We are driving our herds away and
He uttered a cry a hoarse,
hiding what we can. Yesterday at the
present"
shriek that tore his throat
With a little reckless langh she con- big Obispo ranch our people shot Jwo
He plucked the collar from his neck as fessed, "I I'm afraid I'll find it diffi- Americans and burned some of their
if it choiced him; he beat bis breast cult to be conventional"
houses. They Intend to kill all the
Seizing whatever article his eye fell
"My wife P he cried In sharp agony. Americans they find, so you'd better be
upon, he tore and crushed It ; he swept
Leaning far out be encircled ber with careful. Just now a fellow rode up
the table clean of Its queer Spanish
arm; then, half lifting ber from shouting that you were coming, but of
and trampled the litter un- bis
her saddle, he crushed his lips to hers. course I didn't know"
der his heels. Spying a painting of a
"Yes, of course.
We're trying to
was his first display of emotion since
saint upon the wall, he ran to It ripped It
reach the border," Father O'Malley told
O'Malley
them.
Father
nnlted
had
It from its nail, and, raising it over his
we
There were few villages along the him. "Will you hide ns here until
go
can
on?"
road they followed, and because of the
Juan curtsied respectfully to the
lateness of the hour all were dark,
"My house Is yours, father."
priest
withthrough
hence the party passed
"Can you take care of our horses,
out exciting attention except from an
too, and give us a place to sleep r
occasional wakeful dog. But as morn;
ing came and the east began to glow Dave asked. His eyes were heavy he
been almost constantly in the sadhad
Dave told the priest:
dle since leaving Jonesville, and now
"We've got to hide out during the
could hardly keep himself awake.
day or we'll get Into trouble. Besides,
"Trust me," the Mexican assured
these women must be getting hungry." them, confidently.
"If somebody comes
something
feminine I'll
"I fear there Is
them away. On, I can lie with
send
about me," confessed the little man. the best of them,"
"I'm famished, too."
The Garcías were not ordinary peoAt the next rancho they came to they ple, and they lived In rather good cirapplied for shelter, but were denied; cumstances for country folk. There
In fact the owner cursed them so were three rooms to their little house,
ronndly for being Americans that they all of which were reasonably clean.
were glad to ride onward. A mile or The food that Inez set before her
two farther along they met a cart the guests, too, was excellent If scanty.
driver of which refused to answer
Juanlto, taking cue from his parents,
their greetings. As they passed out of flung himself
y
Into the
hla sight they saw that be bad baited task of entertainment, and since Alalre
hla lean oxen and waa staring after met his advances half-wa- y
be began,
them curiously. Later, when the sun before long, to look upon ber with parwaa well up and the world bad fully ticular favor1. Once they bjid thoroughWtff
awakened, they descried a mounted ly made friends, he showered her with
man, evidently a cowboy, riding the most flattering attentions.
His
through the chaparral. He saw them, shyness, It seemed, was but a pretense
too, and came toward the rood, but
"bo Before I Change My Mind."
at heart he was a bold and enterprisa brief scrutiny be whirled his ing fellow and so, as a mark of his
head, smashed frame and glass, cursing after
horse and gallopinl off through tho cac- admiration, he presented her with all
all saint, all priests, and churchly peotus, shouting aoriethlng over his sand his personal treasures. First be
ple. Havoc followed him as he raged
fetched and laid 'u ber lap a clgar-txi-x
about the place wreaking his fury upo ier.
declared, wagon with
O'Malley
do,"
i
wheels evidently
won't
"This
we'I-nigh
Inanimate objects. When he had
oj' íls father. Then he
wrecked the contents of the room, uneasily. "I don't like the actions of the handiwork
and when his first paroxysm had spent these people. Let me appeal to the gave her, one bf one, a highly prized
Its violence, he burled himself Into a next person we meet I can't believe blue bottle, a rusty Mexican spur, and
the ruins of what had been a splendid
cbalr, writhing in agony. He bit his tbey all bate us."
There were no blades In
Soon tbey came to a rise In the road, clasp-knifwrists, he pounded his fists, be kicked ;
finally he sprawled full length upon the and from the crest of this elevation be- the knife, but he showed her how to
floor, clawing at the cool, smooth tiles held ahead of them a small village of peep through a tiny hole In the handle,
white houses shining from the shelter where was concealed the picture of a
until his nails bled.
The apof a grove. The ranchería was perhaps dashing Spanish
"Christ ! O Christ I" he screamed.
The sound of his blasphemies two miles away, and galloping toward preciation which these gifts evoked inreached the little group of soldiers who It was the vaquero who bad challenged toxicated the little man and roused him
to a very madness of generosity. He
hd lingered curiously outside, and them.
"That's the Rio Negro crossing," pattered away and returned shortly,
they listened
One by
one the crossed themselves and stole Dave announced. Then spying a little staggering and grunting under the
house squatting a short distance back weight of another and a still greater
away Into the darkness, muttering.
It was a dog a patient
from the road, he said : "We'd better offering.
try yonder. If they turn ns down we'll hungry dog with very little hair. The
CHAPTER XXIV.
animal was alive with fleas It
have to take to the brush."
y
with one
O'Malley agreed. "Yes, and we have scratched
A Grateful Peon.
With a singing heart Alalre rode no time to lose. That horseman Is go hind paw, even while Juanlto strangled
but It was
though 'he night at her husband's ing to rouse the town. I'm afraid It against his naked breast
the apple of Its owner's eye, and when
, mde. The strain of the last few hours we're In for it"
Inez unfeelingly banished It from the
Dave nodded silently.
bad been so Intense, the relief at her
house Juanlto began to squall lustily.
refu
path,
the
Leaving
beaten
so
the
keen, that now she felt
deliverance
curiously weak; and she kept close to gees threaded their way through cac Nor could he be conciliated until Alalre
, Dave, comforted
by his nearness and tus and sage to a gate, entering whicn took him upon her knee and told him
about another boy, of precisely his own
d
secure In the knowledge of his strength. they approached the
Although he was unusually taciturn Jacal they had seen. A naked boy baby age and size, who planted a magic bean
and rode with his chin upon his breast, watched them draw near, then scuttled In his mother's dooryard, which grew
he attributed his silence to fatigue. for shelter, piping an alarm, A man up and up until it reached clear to the
Now, and then, therefore, she spurred appeared from somewhere, at sight of sky, there a giant lived. Juanlto Gar-d-a
bnd never heard the like. He was
to his side and spoke softly, caressing- whom the priest rode forward with a
ly.. At such times he reached for her pleasant greeting. But the fellow was spellbound with delight; he held his
band and clung to It
unfriendly. His wife, too, emerged from breath In ecstasy ; only his toes moved,
Dave was Indeed weary ; he was. In the dwelling and Joined her husband in and they wriggled like ten fat brown
tadpoles.
fact in.a sort of stupor, and not lnfre- - wnrnlng Father O'Malley away.
In the midst of this recital Garcia
uently he dozed for a moment or two
"Let me' try" Alalre begged, roa
t hla saddle.' Borne two hours out spurred her horse up to the group. She senior appeared in the door with a
from La Feria the riders-halte- d
M.
at a smiled down at the country people, warning. - ;,
"Conceal yourselves," he said, quickpoint where the road dipped Into a saying:- - "We have traveled a long
'rocky stream-be- d
; then, as the horses way, and we're tired and hungry. ly. "Some of our neighbors are com4ranfe; Dolore voiced a thought that Wont yon glve'irt awiething to eat? ing this way." Inex led her .guests in- to the bedchamber, a bar room with a
NUtrenbledaUatthein.. ,,. .
Well par yon well fo: yonr trauma.CHAPTER XXIII

Continued.

hoof-beat-

bric-a-bra- c,

dirt floor, from the window of which
they watched Juan go to meet a group
of horsemen. Inez went out too, and
Joined In the parley. Then, after a
time, the riders galloped away.
When Alalre, having watched the
party out of sight turned from the
window she found that Dave bad collapsed upon a chair and was sleeping,
bis limbs relaxed, his body sagging.
"Poor fellow, he's done up," Father
O'Malley exclaimed.
"Yes ; he hasn't Slept for days," Bhe
whispered.
"Help me." With the assistance of Dolores they succeeded In
lifting Dave to the bed, bu ho half
roused himself. VLle dowit, denr,"
Alalre told him. "Close you eyes for
a few minutes. We're safe now."
"Somebody has, to keep watch," ha
muttered, thickly, and tried to fight off
his fatigue. But he was like a drunken
man.
"I'm not sleepy; IH stand guard,
the priest volunteered, and, disregard,
'ng further protest he helped Alalr
remove Dave's coat
Seeing that the bed was uothlnt
more than a board platform covered
with straw matting, Alalre folded tho
garment for a pillow; as she did so a
handful of soiled, fiayed letters spilled
out upon the floor.
"Rest now, white you have a chance,"
she begged of her husband. "Just for
a little while."
"All right" he agreed. "Call me In

an

hour.

Couldn't

sleep wasn't

e.

bull-fighte- r.

absent-mindedl-

1

-

straw-thatche-

.

,

,

GAMPS

d

d

has

Hurled Himself Into a Chair,
Writhing In Agony.

ened her, and suffering had uncovered
depths In her being which nothing else
had had the power to uncover. Stooping, she kissed Dave softly, then let

her cheek rest against his. Her maul
Her man I She found herself whisper
ing the words.
For a long time she sat gazing at
him tenderly ; then she tiptoed out and
delighted the naked Garcia baby by
taking him In her arms and hugging
htm. Inez thought the beautiful
senora's voice was like the music of
birds.
It was growing dark when Dave was
awakened by cool hands upon his faca
and by soft lips upon bis. He opened
his eyes to find Alalre bending over
him.
"You must get up," she smiled. "It
Is nearly time to go, and Inez is cook-

ing our supper."
He reached up and took her in his
arms. She lay upon bis breast thrilling happily with her nearness to him.
and they remained so for a while, whispering now and then, trying Ineffectually to voice the thoughts that needed no
expression.
"Why did yon let me sleep so long?"
he asked her, reproachfully.
(TO BE) CONTINUED.)
"Alma Mater."
The phrase "alma mater," as applied
to colleges and universities, is said to
have originated in the University of
Bonn, Germany. A statue of the Mother of Christ the alma mater, or beloved mother, stands over the doorway
of that famous seat of learning. From
It the phrase received its origin.
.

Concentrated straw fodder and
grape pips are suggested for
table use In Germany. In a published
list of new foodstuffs, with descrip
tions of use, the following are also
ground

found

'

,

half-breed-

170-pag-

Every postal employee In the United
States has been instructed to take an
active part In the campaign for the
stamps. ' In .order
sale of
to reach the desired sales mark of
by January 1, 1919, it will
be necessary to sell sufficient stamps
to average $16.50 for each man, woman and child In the country.
war-savin-

"It

Johnaoa.

:

,

A Worth-Whll- e
Habit
The National Council of Women,
la worth a thousand pounds a
year to have the habit of looking on meeting In Washington flor war work,
27 national woman'js. organl
the bright sida of thinga." SasraeJ embraces
.,'

the

Rhubarb leaves, seaweed, straw
meal, crushed and ground maize ears,
heather, stalks, ground sugar-bee- t
seeds, parsley seed, wild radish husks,
bran, wine yeast, beechnut cake, fish
meal, and various mixed foods.
try- Attempts have recently been made
In England to establish the use of rhu"By right of war the right of strange barb leaves as greens, but it appears
races to migrate into Germanic settle- that such food is dangerous. English
ments will be taken away. By right newspapers have reported several cas
population es of Illness following the eating of
of war the
in America and Great Australia must rhubarb leaf blades.
be settled in Africa. By right of war
we can send' back the useless South
Charles W. Dawson of Muskogee,
American romance peoples and the Okla., governor of the eleventh dis
s
to north Africa." Quotatrict of rotary clubs, after visiting a
e
tion from the German In the new
number of training camps, tens or one
publication Issued by the complace where he saw a soldier remain
mittee on public information, "Con- In the back part of a store after his
quest and Kultur." Copies may be se- comrades had left. A girl behind tha
cured free of charge by application to counter asked what he wanted.
the committee on public Information,
"Oh, nothing," he said. "I'm lone
10 Jackson place, Washington, D. C.
some. I Just wanted to hear you talk."
To prevent such a condition has the
In the equipment furnished each In- war camp community service been orfantryman by the ordinance bureau of ganized by the War and Navy Departthe war department are nine and a ment Commissions on Training Camp
It nrnvlitoa pnmfnrt And
half pounds of Iron and steel. This AftfvtHoa
Is exclusive of the uniform equipment welcome, wholesome recreation and
provided by the quartermaster corps. home hospitality for the men on leave
Used in the bayonet scabbard are In the cities and towns near their
two ounces of Iron and steel; bacon camp centers.
can, 0.04 ounce; bayonet, 13 ounces;
front sight cover, 2 ounces; knife, 1
The president's mediation commis
ounce ; meat can, 0.03 ounce ; pack car- sion in fixing the basis of settlement of
riers, 0.03 ounce; rifle, 107 ounces; the oil situation in southern California
shovel, 25 ounces.
fixed the minimum wage for oil workers at $4 for eight hours' work. The
The port of New York is under mil- decision affects all refineries and pipe
itary control, the water fronts being lines of southern California, except
guarded by the regular army. Fully those of the Standard Oil company.
A provision states that no man shall
armed guards prohibit the passage of
any person, alien or citizen, who can- be Intimidated
or
discriminated
not establish a business reason for ac- against because of membership in any
areas., The union affiliated with the American Fedcess to the water-fron- t
same military control will be estab- eration of Labor, and neither the offlished at all other American ports and icers nor members of such union are to
may Include factories engaged In war intimidate or discriminate against any
work.
nonunion worker.

'1..

,

ommenaation or tne rooa administration that the alcoholic content of beer
be reduced to a 3 per cent maximum.
and the volume of grain used be re-- '
duced to approximately 70 per cent "
of that formerly used. Provisions are
made to increase the output of cattle
feed from brewing establishments.

distribution.
From the Staten Island Institution
men will be transferred to general or
special treatment hospitals, sites for
which are now being selected through
out the country. Whenever possible,
Injured soldiers will be sent tu places
near their own homes. They will be
fitted for trades to which they are
adapted, and at the time of discharge
the government will assist them In re
turning to their proper places in indus

He

'

trans-Atlanti-

time." He shook off his weariness and
smiled at his wife, while his eyes
filmed with some emotion. There la
something I ought to tell you, but I
can't now not now. Too sleepy." Hla
head drooped again; she forced him
back ; he stretched himself out with a
sigh, and was asleep almost Instantly.
Alalre motioned the others out of
the room, then stood looking down at
the man into whose keeping she bad
given her Ufe. As she looked her face
became Tadlant Dave was unkempt,
unshaven, dirty, but to her he was of a
godlike beauty, and the knowledge that
he was hers to comfort and guard was
strangely thrilling. Her love for Ed,
even that first love of her girlhood,
had been nothing like this. How could
it have been like this? she asked. her
The receiving hospital for United
self. How could she have loved deepEuly when, at the time, her own natura States soldiers brought back from
rope, to be established at' Staten Islacked depth? Experience had broad
land, N. Y, will have a capacity of
i,500 beds. This marks the beginning
f a comprehensive plan for the care
of soldiers who are disabled in the
line of duty. It will be used only for

whole-heartedl-

woo-Jm-

HEEDED

cations representing
can women.

7,000,000

Ameri-

-

In Dlnclne the arsenic industry un
der the control of the administration,
the president has acted In, answer to
the threatened shortage In the supply
of arsenical Insecticides.
Since arsenic Is the active agent In
potato-bu- g
poison, the farmer Is dependent upon an adequate supply of
arsenic compounds for combating thi
potato bug. It is considered lmporf
tant that a supply of wMte arsenic
be available to meet the needs next
year for grasshopper control. It is al
or cuiwonui
so necessary
and army worms.

'

THE

AGRIGULTURE

THE

blMHSTAY OF THE

II!!
The United

Have

States and Canada

a Great Responsibility.

This Is the dny when the farmer
has his Innings. The time was when
he whs dubbed the "farmer," the
"mossback," and in a tone that could
never have been called derisive, but
still there was In It the Inflection that
he was occupying an Inferior position.
The stiff upper lip that the farmer carried, warded off any approach that his
occupation was a degrading one. Ills
hour arrived, though, and for some
years past he has been looked up to as
occupying a high position.
Agriculture, by a natural trend of
economic conditions, stands out todny
In strong relief, as the lender In the
world's pursuits. Never In the nation's
history have the eyes of the world
been so universally focused on the
farm. The farmer Is the man of Importance ; the manufacturer of Its most
necessary product, and he now enjoys
the dual satisfaction of reaping a maximum of profit, as a result of his operations, while he also becomes a strong
factor In molding the World's destinies.
Manufacturers, business men, professional men and bankers realize the
Importance of agriculture, and gladly
acknowledge It as the twin sister to
commerce. In commercial, financial
and political crisis, the tiller of the
soil takes the most Important place.
Maximum prices, the highest In many
decades, show the world's recognition
of the necessary requirement for more
farm stuffs. The time was coming
when this would have been brought
about automatically, but war time
conditions urged It forward, while the

hearted welcome to that cotmrry of a
Inrger Ufe nrl greater opportunities.
WRITTEN RECORD
To Western Canada belongs the distinguished honor of being the holder
of nil world's championships In wheat
OF ATROCITIES
ttnd oats for both quality and quantity.
For many years In succession Western
Canuda has proven her claim for supremacy In the most keenly contested
National exhibitions and to her Is cred- Diaries of German Soldiers Tell
ited the largest wheat and oat yields
of Murder and pillage in
America hns known The natural conBelgian Cities.
ditions peculiar to Western Canada
and so adnptable to grain growing hns
been an insurmountable barrier for her
Competitors to overcome. In the lust CALLED "DISGRACE TO ARMY"
few years the yields of wheat and
onts per acre have surprised the agricultural world. As much as sixty bush- No Discrimination Made Between Inels of wheat per acre has been grown
nocent and Guilty Infants Shot
on some farms, while others have furIn Dead Mothers' Arms Tesnished affidavits showing over fifty
timony of Brand Whitlock.
bushels of wheat per acre, and onts as
high as one hundred and twenty bushVery many German soldiers who
els per acre. One reputable farmer
makes affidavit to a crop return of over have been taken prisoner had kept

thousand bushels of wheat
from a thousand acres. While this Is
rather the exception than the rule,
these yields serve to illustrate the fertility of the soil and the possibilities
of the country, wBen good farming
methods are adopted.
Western Canada can surely lay undisputed claim to
being "The World's natural bread basket." Advertisement.
fifty-fou-

r

Not Making a Cent.
The father, In this moral little tale.
Is a local manufacturer. Things hadn't
been going well at the works, and he
came home tired the other evening.
But the father is never too tired to
help Willie with his arithmetic. So
when Willie looked up from his book
and asked :
"Father, how many cents make
dime?"
"Ten," replied father.
"And how many mills make a cent?"
pursued Willie.
"Not a darn one of 'em, till this coal
situation loosens up!" answered fa-

ther, emphntically.

Uncertain About Tibet.
We are glad that Tibet Is ready to
. farmer was able to secure land at rea- Join the allies, even though we never
sonable prices. Throughout several of can remember whether the llama Is
the Western states' this condition ex- the ruler of that country or the sheep
ists, as also In Western Canada.
which are herded by the Lassu, as
Kansas City
Never has such a condition been shown In the geography.
known In commercial life. It Is truly Times.
an opportunity of a lifetime. Large
Cold la One Ds
Car
and smnll manufacturing concerns and Tele .To
LAIiTIVB t BRUMO QUlNINaf Tablets.
Drutfltun refund none? It It fells to oar. M. W.
practically every other line of busi- UttUV
ilanetnre la on eecb box. Ws.
ness have been limited In their profits
to the point of almost heroic sacrifice,
Conservation.
while It Is possible today to reap divShe bad long been noted for her
In
any
unequaled
In
farming
idends
economy in the culinary line, but It reother line.
mained for conservation to bring out
Thirty, and as high as fifty bushels Just what she could do, relates an exof wheat per acre at $2.20 per bushel change.
They sat down to dinner and the
and all other farm produce on a similar basis, grown and produced on land soup was served. To the
available at from $15 to $40 per acre
It did not seem familiar. It
represents a return of profit despite certainly was a new, variety for,- - floatA
higher cost of labor and machinery, ing on Its surface were queer little
that, In many cases runs even higher puff balls. He prodded one noil theo
than 100 of an annual return on the he tasted. They were good and he
amount Invested. Such Is the present tried another, but curiosity getting the
dny condition In Western Canada. How better, he Inquired : "Would you kindlong It will last, no one can foretell. ly tell me Just what this is I am eatTrices for farm produce will IJkely re- ing?"
main high for many years. Certainly,
"Well," she replied, "If you must
the low prices of past years will not know, there was one batter cake left
come again In this generation. The from breakfast and I put it In the
lands referred to, are low In price at soup."
present, but they will certainly Increase to their naturally productive
value as soon as the demand for them
necessitates this Increase, and this day
This demand Is
Is not far distant.
growing dally ; the farmer now on the
ground Is adding to his holdings while
prices are low; the agriculturist on
high priced lands Is realizing that he
Is not getting all the profit that his
neighbor In Western Canada Is securing; the tenant farmer Is seeking a
home of his own, which he can buy
on what he was paying out for rent,
and many are forsaking the crowded
cities to grasp these unprecedented opportunities.
The tenant farmer, and the owner
of high priced land. Is now awakening
to the realization that he Is not getting the return for his labor and Investment that It Is possible to secure In
Western Canada. Thousands are making trips of Inspection to personally investigate conditions and to acquaint
themselves with the broadening benefits derived by visiting Western Canada. Such trips awuken In a progressive man that natural desire to do
bigger things, to accomplish as much
as his neighbor, and frequently result
In convincing and satisfying him that
God's most fertile outdoors, with a big
supply of nature's best climatic and
health-givin-

g

conditions

lies In West-
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Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Ran ra tha

of&U72&

Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
Boystrous and Girlstrous.
Mary's mother objected to her associating with a little girl lit the neighborhood and thought that she ought to
be contented In playing with Tommy,
her small brother.
She once said to Mary, "I don't like
you to play with that little girl, she Is
too boisterous.
Mury replied, "You won't let me
play with her because she Is too boystrous and I won't play with Tommy
because he Is a sissy he Is too girl-

strous."
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There le
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,

and that li by a constitutional remedy.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acts
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous llnlnar of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing;, and
when It Is entirely closed. Deafness Is the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing- may be destroyed
forever. Many cases of Deafness are
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
caso of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
cured by HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 7Be. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

ern Canada.
The days of pioneering are over ; the
seeker after a new home travels
through all parts of the country on the
same good railway trains as he has
been accustomed to at home, but on
which he has been accorded a special
railway rate of about one cent a mile.
He finds good roads for automoblllng
Quantity.
and other traffic; rural telephone lines
"You prefer beans to pork?"
owned by the provincial governments ;
"Yes. Pork shrinks In cooking.
rural schools and churches situated
conveniently to all; wen appointea ana Beans swell."
homelike buildings, and everywhere an
Gen. Cipriano Castro has become a
Indication of general prosperity; cities
and towns with all modern Improve- sugar cane farmer In Venezuela.
ments, and what Is the most convincThe mnn who thinks he knows It all
ing factor In his decision, a satisfied
Is
the personification of Ignorance.
whole
a
with
people,
prosperous
and
-

Kansas Germ Free Fluid Vaccine

diaries, and these have been
Many have
by the captors.
been published, frequently with
reproductions to guarantee
The following
their authenticity.
extracts, with the testimony of
Brand Whitlock, are made public by
the committee on public information
at Washington:
"Aug. 23. . . . Our men came bjck
and said that at the point where the
valley joined the Meuse we could not
get any further, as the villagers were
shooting at us from every house. We
shot the whole lot 16 of them. They
were drawn up In three ranks; the
same shot did for three at a time.
. . . The men had already shown
their brutal Instincts; . . .
"The sight of the bodies of all the
Inhabitants who had been shot was
Every house In the
Indescribable.
whole village was destroyed. ,Ve
dragged the villagers one after another out of the most unlikely corners.
The men were shot as well as the
women and children who were In the
convent, since shots had been fired
from the convent windows; and we
burnt It afterwards.
"The inhabitants might have escaped the penalty by handing over the
guilty and paying 15,000 francs.
"The Inhabitants fired on our men
again. The division took drastic
steps to stop this, the villages being
burnt and the Inhabitants being shot
The pretty little village of Gue
d'Ossus, however, was apparently set
on fire without cause. A cyclist fell
off bis machine and his rifle went off.
He Immediately said he had been shot
at. All the inhabitants were burnt
In the houses. I hope there will be no
more such horrors.
"Disgrace to Our Army."
"At Leppe apparently 200 men were
shot. There must have been some Innocent men among them. In future
we shall have to hold an Inquiry as
to their guilt Instead of shooting
confix-cate-

d

fac-sitni- le

them,
we inarched to
we were
having our meal the alarm was sounded everyone Is very Jumpy.
"September 3. Still at Bethel, on
guard over prisoners. . . . The houses
are charming inside. The middle class
In France has magnificent furniture.
We found stylish pieces everywhere
and beautiful silk, but In what a state
. . . Good God! . . . Every bit of
furniture broken, mirrors smashed.
The Vandals themselves could not
have done more damage. This place
Is a disgrace to our "army. The inhabitants who fled could not have expected, of course, that all their goods
would have been left intact after so
many troops had passed. But the column commanders are responsible for
the greater part of the damage, us
they could have prevented the looting
and destruction. The damage amounts
to millions of marks; even the safes
have been attacked.
"In a solicitor's house, in which, as
luck would have it, all was In excellent taste, Including a collection of
old lace and Eastern worts of art,
everything was smashed to bits.
"I could not resist taking a little
memento myself here and there. . . .
One house was particularly elegant,
everything in the best taste. The hall
was of light oak; I found a splendid
raincoat under the staircase and a
camera for Felix." (From the diary
of an officer in the One Hundred
Seventy-eight- h
regiment, Twelfth Saxon corps.)
But his horror apparently was not
shared by the German commander In
chief, as la evident from the follow-

"In the evening

Just as

Maubert-Fontain-

ing:

'

"Order.

"To the People of Liege.
"The population of Andenne, after
making a display of peaceful Intentions toward our troops, attacked them
In the most treacherous manner. With
my authorization, the general commanding these troops has reduced the
town to ashes and has had 110 persons

shot.
"I bring this fact to the knowledge
3f the people of Liege In order that
they may know what fate to expect
should they adopt a similar attitude.
"GENERAL

VON BÜELOW."

CURIOUS CONDENSATIONS

Mrs. Sarah Ann Pickup, aged seventy-eiof Providence, R. I has In the
tí.
.
.ast two years knit 102 pairs of heavy
with a proven record on over half a million calves, has by actual test made woolen socks.
The granite produced In the United
eood everywhere and has stood the test of time. It is safe to use at any time.
It is easy Btntes In 1916 was valued at $17,418,-58Cannot give the disease to calves or spread disease in pastures.
22 per cent of the value of the ento administer. Leading cattlemen are u'sine it exclusively ask" any of them.
output.
stone
tire
blackleg.
free
book on
Write us for names and
Out of a totnl world production in
THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO. ,
1915 of 150,000 tons of rubber Brazil
Denver. Colo contributed 35,000 tons, or about 23
101 Stockyard Exchange
ght,

In his report of September Vi, 1917,
to the secretary of stute, Minister
Whitlock has' much to tell of the policy of frightfulness. The following
passages refer to the subject of mas-

Do

PLOT AGAINST

"Summary executions took place (at
Dlnnnt) without the least semblance
of Judgment. The names and number
of the victims are not known, but they
I have been unmust be numerous.
able to obtain precise details in this
respect and the number of persons
who have fled Is unknown. Among the
persons who were shot rfre: Mr.
mayor of Dlnnnt; Snsserath,
first alderman; Nimmer, aged seventy : Consul for the Argentine Republic
Victor Poncelet, who was executed In
the presence of his wife and seven
children ; Wasselge and his two sons ;
Messrs. Gustave and Leon NIcalse,
two very old men ; Jules Monln and
others all shot In the cellar of their
brewery; Mr. Camille Plstte and son,
aged seventeen; Phlllippnrt Pledfort,
his wife and daughter; Miss Marsig-ny- .
During the execution of about
forty inhabitants of Dlnant the Germans placed before the condemned
their wives and children. It Is thus
that Madam Albln who had Just given
birth to a child, three days previously,
was brought on a mattress by German
soldiers to witness the execution of
her husband; her cries and supplications were so pressing that her hus-

lr. Uavld

Forced to Witness

Executions.

"On the 20th of August German soldiers entered various streets (of
and ordered the Inhabitants of
the houses to proceed to the Place de
la Station, where the bodies of nearly
a dozen assassinated persons were lying. Women and children were separated from the men and forced to remain on the Place de la Station during the whole day. They had to witness the execution of many of their
fellow citizens, who were for the most
part shot at the side of the square,
near the house of Mr. Hemaide. The
women and children, after having remained on the square for more than
15 hours, were allowed to depart. The
Gardes Civlques of Louvaln were also
taken prisoners and sent to Germany,
to the camp of Munster, where they
were held for several weeks.
"On Thursday, August 27, order was
n
given to the Inhabitants to leave
because the city was to be bombarded.
Old men, women, children,
the sick, priests, nuns, were driven on
0
the roads like cattle. More than
of the Inhabitants were driven as
far as Tlrlemont, nearly 12 miles from
Louvaln.
Infants Shot in Mothers' Arms.
"One of the most sorely tried communities was that of the little village
of Tamlnes, down In what Is known
as the Borinage, the coal fields near
Charlerol.
Tamlnes Is a mining village In the Sambre; It Is a collection
of small cottages sheltering about
Inhabitants, mostly all poor laborers.
"The little graveyard in which the
church stands bears Its mute testimony to the horror of the event. There
e
graves, each
are hundreds of
with Its small wooden cross 'and Its
bit of flowers ; the crosses are so closely huddled that there Is scarcely room
to walk between them. The crosses
are alike and all bear the same date,
the sinister date of August 22, 1914."
"But whether their hands were cut
off or not, whether they were impaled
on bayonets or not, children were shot
down, by military order, In cold blood.
In the awful crime of the Rock of Bayard, there overlooking the Meuse below Dlnant, Infants In their mothers
arms were shot down without mercy.
The deed, never surpassed in cruelty
by any band of savages, Is described
by the bishop of Namur himself;
" 'One scene surpasses in horror all
others; It Is the fusillade of the
It apRocher Bayard near Dlnant.
pears to have been ordered by Colonel
Melster.
This fusillade made many
victims among the nearby parishes,
especially those of des Rivages and
Neffe. It caused the death of nearly
90 persons, without distinction of age
or sex. Among the victims were babies in arms, boys and girls, fathers
and mothers of families, even old
men.
Dead Children In Pile of Bodies.
" 'It was there that 12 children under
the age of six perished from the fire
of the executioners, six of them as
they lay In their mothers' arms:
" 'The child Fievet, three weeks old.
"'Maurice Betems, eleven months
old.
"'Nelly Pollet, eleven months old.
" 'Gllda Genon, eighteen months old.
" 'Gllda Marchot, two years old.
"'Clara Struvay, two years and six
months.
" 'The pile of bodies comprised also
many children from six to fourteen
years. Eight large. families have entirely disappeared. Four have but one
Those men that escaped
survivor.
death and many of whom were riddled with bullets were obliged to
bury In a summary and hasty fashion
their fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters; then after having been relieved
of their money and being placed In
chains they were sent to Cassel (PrusLou-val-

Lou-vai-

10,-00-

new-mad-

,

sia).'"
Samuel Gompers Is planning to
unionize all of the 600,00a civil employees of the government. It Is said
with President Wilson's sanction.
More than 600,000,000 gnllons of mineral water are now used In the United
Slates each year In the manufacture
of soft drinks.
The war trade board hns made a.
statement 'to the effect that hcrenfter
all applications made to the board for
licenses to trade with an enemy must
be in duplicnte. Both copies must be
e"f to "e war trade bonn'
.
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Strango War Craft.
Pluns for one of the strangest war
vessels ever proposed have been submitted to the council of nntioual defense, says Popular Mechanics Magazine. The craft Is an enormous oceangoing water wheel that Is Intended to
perform much the same service for the
navy us the British and French tanks
have for the allied armies. Although
highly visionary mid entirely untried,

Weatern Newepaper Union News Service.

Washington. The amazing story of
how Count Luxburg, German chargo
at Buenos Aires, used his official position to spy out prizes for German
ridiculed officials to whom he
daily was professing the utmost
friendship, and held at his disposal
a debauchery fund of a least half a it hits novelty mid potential power Unit
million dollars, was revealed by the draws attention. In addition to being
amphibious to a certain degree, it is
Siate Department.
Secretary of State Lansing made theoretically capable of greut speed.
big conpublic all of the cablegrams and mes- .Kssentiiilly It consists of two
sages which Luxburg sent In code to nected cylinders that are supplied
the German foreign office In Berlin around their outer rims with adjustofthrough the Swedish legation to Ar- able puddles. The horizontal axle
gentina, with three exceptions. These fers space for a crew and is
stabilized to support a fightexceptions were withheld because they
ing mast. Opposite ends of the nxl
dealt entirely with affairs of Chile
are utilized as gun turrets.
and Uruguay.
Accompanying the telegrams was a
The 0hnae Thai Data Nat Effect Head
of It lonlo and laiauve effect, Laiattve
communication
from the Argentine Beeenee
Brumo Quinine ean be taaaa br anyone vfltbonl
ringing la tbe head. There
minister of foreign affairs saying that eaoalnf Dervouwneee orQuinine."
M
W. ttBOVJTB
la onlf one "Breeno
they had been forwarded by him to If nature
la on box. 90c
WashArgentine
ambassador in
the
A Berlin Advertisement.
ington, Dr. Romulo 8. Kaon, who had
In Germany now there are advertisesecured them from the State Department. 'He makes It plain that the ments which are not only news, but
messages are for the most part with- Imply a great deal outside of the direct
news sought to bp conveyed.
out foundation In fact.
As on Instance the Berlin Tages
One of the cablegrams gives in deZeltung
recently contained a want ad.
Arships
from
of
sailing
the
three
tail
fit)..
gentina ports with their destination, reading as follows: "For exchange,
.10 girls,
and a description of them, especially Polish laborers, 20 men and
bearing on their low visibility because for the same number of other hands."
Polish laborers In Germany are not
of their being deeply loaded.
permitted to change masters or to
Another tells Germany, as already move from place to place without govhas been made known, to express re- ernment authorization. With such Augret that her submarine commander thorization, however, the masters cun
was "forced" to sink the steamer Toro make exchanges, us we trade horses
and saying that this action was due and mules, or as our housewives exto the vessel carrying contraband.
change soap grease for soup, or old
Through several of the messages is rags for door mats, kitchen tins and
sharp ridicule of the Argentina offi- such. Exchange.
cials with whom Count Luxburg came
in contact.
GERMAN
SYRUP
BOSCHEE'S
Indicating that Luxburg was at all
times In communication with German
Why use ordinary cough remedies,
submarines at sea or the great wlre-leB- s when Ilosehee's German Syrup has
station through which Germany been used so successfully for fifty-on- e
has sent her wireless boats to' victory years In all parts of the United
throughout the world, is another mes- States for coughs, bronchitis, colds
sage in which he announces that the settled In the throat, especially lung
"receiving station has been installed troubles. It gives the patient a good
as per instructions."
night's rest, free from coughing, with
On June 30 last, Luxburg reported easy expectoration In the morning,
that his bank balance was $500,000. gives nature a chance to soothe the
Commenting on this officials of the Inflnmed parts, throw off the disease,
State Department said possession of helping the patient to regain his
such a huge sum was extraordinary health. Sold In all civilized countries.
for a man in the position of the Ger- 30 and 00 cent bottles. Adv.
man charge.
Homelike. One of the messages revealed that
charmingly
There Is something
Luxburg had Induced the President of
Argentina to seek a, secret agreement homelike to Americans in at least one
passage of a recent alleged Interview
with Chile arid Bolivia, a mutual
a newspaper correspondent
between
against
protection
for
and the Itussian revolutionary Foreign
North America.
Trolzky. Rnld the Itns-sluIt also showed that everything pos- Minister, Mr. as
ofllcliil,
the correspondent resible had been done to have Peru
: "A few of our Intellectuals
ports
him
brought Into such an 'agreement.
who held ministerial posts got cold
The correspondence deals largely feet recently and resigned." Cold feet!
with efforts made by the German
What is Russian for cold feet? Chrisr
minister to prevent any rupture of re- thin Science Monitor.
throughArgentina,
and
with
lations
out the dispatches there was a warnAn Ultimatum.
ing to his government to flatter the
"Henry, we must raise the salary of
note
in
word
the
Argentinians and to
our house girl."
reply to the Argentine protest against
"Why, she's the worst we've ever
the sinking of the steamer Toro In had."
such a way as not to offend them.
"That doesn't make any difference.
Another of the Luxburg messages The Glithersbys next door pay thlr
boasted that he had succeeded in girl 50 cents a week' more than we pny
reaching an understanding with Pres- ours, and I'm not going to have my soident Irlgoyen. This proved particu- cial standing In this .community Jeolarly offensive to Argentina, It Is now pardized for. a paltry half dollar."
known.
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes'
Evidence of the apparent pliability farther
than liquid blue. Get from any
of the Argentine President and of the grocer. Adv.
Afopposition of Minister of Foreign
' Some Pictures.
fairs Puerreydon is disclosed in many
know
motion picture
You
Bill
Frequent
dispatches.
reference
of the
Is made by the charge to difficulty filmB showing the entire process of
g
by bees hiive been made
he was having In dealing with the foreign minister, but emphasis Is placed by a United States government expert.
Jill Is that right?
upon the ease with which he commuf
"Sure, and they are said to be
nicated with the President.
that the day after they were
In a statement accompanying the
telegrams, the Argentine foreign min- first produced an epidemic of hives,
ister announced that there were three broke out among the population."
messages not published, as they reIn Sporting Terms.
lated solely to Chile and Uruguay.
Friend Why did you bring back
They have been delivered to those
that regiment of boxers you took
governments.
abroad? Weren't they brave enough
An Indication of the means used by to fight?
Count Luxburg to evade detection In
Captain They were brave enough
communicating with his government all right, but they wanted to name
is found In one dispatch where refer- their own referee, hirve the Germnns
ence Is made to his fear that the "se- put up a side bet of $10.000,000 nnq
cret wire" had been discovered. An- stage the fight In Jicw York or Milother refers to an interruption of his waukee. Puck.
wire.
The Concluding Message.
iy

n
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honey-makin-

A

telegram dated July

20

last

19,

"EAT'

an-

nounced the completion of a "receiving plant" and ask for the wave length
of the great wireless station at Nauen.
The concluding message, dated July

said:

"As long as Chile, is neutral Germany will bé able, after the war, to
earry out her South American policy
Just as well, If not more easily, in opposition to an infatuated and . misguided Argentina, as with Argentina
on her side,"
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El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
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Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Smith, Christmas eve, a finebaby
boy a Christmas present to be
cherished.

Jake Kerns istakinga vacation
and went to Ute Park, to spend
it with friends.
The returns are not all in from
the Red Cross Membership drive
but enough to show that it was a
grand success, under the driving
of Mrs. C. L. Justice as Chair
man. We will report the number
next week there are very few
left on the mesa who are not
members of the Red Cross.
Mrs. Mills of Solano remember
with a jar of home'
ed the
made mince and a sack of apples
for Christmas sending them with
her son, Jack Mills, we are glad
to be thus remembered.
S-- A

Johnny Nutter went to Albu
querque to spend Christmas with
his sister, Miss Shirley Nutter,
All ladies who can

and

will

knit are urged to assist in the
sknitingof susplies for the Soldiers
Red Cross headquarters arc urg
ing haste in supplying sweaters
and helmets for those in need of
them.
Mrs. Ethel Harper and Miss
Alice Jackson were among the
crowd of Mills young people who
attended the Christmas danca in
Roy.
Dan Lambacn brought us as a
Christmas present one of the

prettiest little deer heads. we
have seen this year one he got
during the open season on his
ranch in the Red River breaks.
Henry Campbell sold his farm
east of town this week to Mr.
Philip Rint who is buying land
here and will become a citizen of
this community. Mr. Campbell is
not yet decided what he will do.
Harry Franklin, of Gallegos,
N. M. was back here visiting
friends and transacting business
in Roy Christmas day.
To trade, a few
good, freshening milk cows, for
calves.
L. M. Wagner,
WANTED:-- -

The White 6ea.
The White sea In northwestern Ra
la is n branch of the Arctic ocean
extending Into the provinces of Archangel. The sea 'la about 100 miles
wide bctwi-- m
the Kaninskula nM
Kola peninsulas, but It narrows to less
than 50 further south, widens ngnlii
and forms three gulfs the Knnduhik
gulf, that of Archangel, into which the
ltivor Dwlnn falls, and that Into which
the River Onega falls. The
into the White sen was discovered in
1553 by Richard Chancellor, n daring
KngllHh Rjtllor, who was brought up in
the household of the father of the famous Sir 1'blllp Sidney.
sca-rou-

Cape Horn $torm.
The waters of Cape 1 lorn have never been unvlsited by storms fur more
than a week or two ut a stretch within
the memory of man. Standing on the
outpost of the world, C'jipc Horn is the
meeting place of ocean current! ol
very different temperatures, from thu
Icy cold waters of the Antarctic drift
to the warmth of the lirnziliim ami

I

By W. KENNEDY.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A (iiiiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
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After dinner John Salntsbury repaired to his rooms with nothing more
serious upon bis mind than the writing of two letters. It was a clear,
cold winter evening, with Just a bit too
much of a whipping wiud to be comfortable, and It was with a sense of
relief that he entered his comfortable
apartments' and found a cheerful flro
blazing in the grate in his sitting room.
Salntsbury was one of those young fel
lows who may be described as "nicely
fixed." Ills apartments were not "too
much," but Just right. He dropped
Into an easy chair and run his eye
casually over the evening paper. Then
came a parenthetical smoke, and he
sat down to his desk to write his letters.
Salisbury's two letters were as dissimilar as It Is possible to Imagine. One
was merely a note to Edith Crawford
asking her to go with hlra to see "Cyrano- de Bergerac" the latter part of
the week. Yet how fondly he wrote
it. He began the note "Dear Edith,"
writing the words with a caress, and
he sat admiring his own rashness,
though he knew he was merely writing
for his own edification and that the
Miss Crawford would never
see what he had there written. He
serlbbled the name all over the page
and then, with a sigh, laid the sheet
aside and began to write the formal
note which he always sent to Miss
Crawford. Salntsbury was so deeply
in love with this ludy that It actually
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Moaern üieaTTrrvreaüiüki;
When we ask what It Is that wí:
moderns deem to constitute greatness
among the men of our own or a comparatively recent time, we feel that
the standard has somewhat changed.
We set less store by monarch, for
they do not fill the stage of the world
us they once did, although some of
them have still large opportunities
for doing good or hum:. Neither do
we give quite such special honor to
military glory as former ages did.
Nevertheless, the essential qualities
that dazzle tho eyes of man may bo
still the same. I speak chlelly of the
greatness that consists in action, for
the ruler, the statesman and the warder do their work in the sight of the
world and can be judged by it, whereas the poet or the philosopher may
have long to wait for recognition and
even a supreme scientific discovery
may not be npprecloted until long
years have been spent In working out
its applications. The Youth's Companion.

How Dc.f la the Haddock?
How deaf is a haddock, asks a man
Ct'hose hearing has become homewhat
Impaired and who says he is "as deaf
as a haddock," but docs not know exactly what that menus. It Is mi old
expression and ban never been explained.
Other phrases used to express varying degrees of auricular
disability are "as deaf as an adder"
and "as deaf as a white cat." As a
matter of fact an udder is not deafer
tliv.n a multiplier or divider, and' If
whit" cats wore subject t deafness
In any of their 'former lives (hey certainly nre not In thu one they lire now
living.' The Implied Imputation of exceptional deafness to the haddock contained in the proverbial phrase "as
detif as a haddock" recalls the fact
thnt an ancient legend held that It
was a haddock In whose mouth St.
Peter found a piece of money and that
the two marks on the fish's neck are
the Impression of Ihe apostle's thumb
furrier, hurnessmaker, merchant. - NTo and finger. Not only is there no proof
kind of wheat but is grist to his mill, of this, but the legend Is incredible.
no knowledge thut he cannot use And Besides, tho haddock Is a salt water
who Is freer to be u citizen than he? flali oud was not found in any of the
waters where I'eler fished. Hoeurrlng
Freer to take his part In town
and serve his slate in some one of the to the original question it may be asInnumerable small offices which form sumed, In the absence of proof to the
contrary, that the haddock Is no deafthe solid blocks of organization
er than other fish. Exchange.
our commonwealth."
No Monotony in Nature.
"One of the greatest curses of mill
or factory work, and with much city
work of all kinds, Is l'.s interminable
monotony; the same process repeated
hour after hour and day after day,"
writes Duvld Grayson In the American
Magazine. "In the country there i.s indeed monotonous
work, but rarely
monotony.
No tusk continues' very
lung; everything cluinges Infinitely
with the seasons. Processes are not
repetitive but; creative. Nature hates
monotony is ever changing and restless, brings tip a storm to drive the
haj makers from their hurried work in
the fields, sends rain to slop the plowing, or a frost to hurry the apple harvest. Everything Is full of adventure
and vicissitude ' A man who has been
a farmer for two houis ut the mowing, must suddenly turn blacksmith
when his machine breaks down and
tinker with wrench una hammer, and
later in the day he becomes dairyman,

I

Intensive Farming Aids England.
For n thousand years and more
wheat has been a staple crop in Great
Britain ; a few hundred years measure the period of wheat growing In
Canada, and In parts of Canada the
naturally fertile valley of the St. Lawrence, for Instance the growing of
wheat bus practically been abandoned
because the yield is not large enough
to make It pay. Great Britain is an
old country; its fields hnve been
cropped for more than ten centuries.
Canada is a new country, much of Its
soil having been first tilled by its present occupiers; but In Great Britain
the average yield of wheat per acre
is almost 32 bushels, whereas In Canada It is only 20 bushels. The climate
Is in Canada's favor; Intensive farming is in Britain's, and the result is
11 b'ishels an acre more.

Britain's Colonial Traditions.
Great Britain has the colonial tradition and her able men will live anywhere In the African Jungle, tho
Egyptian desert, the Burmese bush on
whatsoever heaven forsaken place the
colonial officé may choose to send
them.
Her host young men are
brought up with the idea of administering these Isolated and Insalubrious
spots on the atlas, and such of them
as do not die of fever or get killed by
the natives are content to come home
and retire with a decoration at fifty.
This system simplifies the British
colonial problem immensely. Less fortunate nations deal with it In different ways. Germany administered her
men,
colonies with second-clas- s
there were neither traditions
s
nor inducements to draw the
men to the Job. France Is solving the
problem in a characteristically French
She is making the colonies
fashion.
s
man.
bttructive to the
first-clas-

first-clas-

The news from France Is starry.
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All Farm Prodnce Taken Same as Cash on Accounts.

Habits of Crayfish.
The crayfish may be described as a
fresh water lobster, and usually lives
a purely aquatic life, keeping to the
river-bed- .
'
Some of the crayfish found
you cared"
"Is It possible you do not remember In Australia, however, ,have forsuken
what you wrote me?" she Inquired. the water and excavate burrows in
dump soil. The tunnel leading to the
with beautiful lclness.
"Why, of course; but I fear thert heart of the burrow is free from water, but water is always present in
bas been some mistake "
Miss Crawford was not only amazed, the chambers' at the end where the
Care of the Canary.
but she was apparently quite angry, crayfish lives. They do much damage
forget" to give the canary p
Don't
to artificial watercourses In t"ie minAs for hlra, he was in agony of doubt
bit
of green every now and then ;
fresh
"Pardon my awkwardness," he said ing districts by riddling the banks also that too much hemp seed makes
with a smile, "and I will explain. Last ánd dams.
him fat.
night I had to write two letters. One
How to Prevent croup
asked you to go with me to see 'CyTrespass Notice
rano de Bergerac The other was writ
1
U
ten for a friend, who asked me to write
i
In a child that is subject to attack
It as If I were addressing the woman
This is to warn all persons of croup, the first indication of the disI loved."
cutting firewood ease is hoarseness. Give Chamber"Then," said Edith, with a sort of that Hunting,
Cougn Remedy as soon as the
sweet dismay, "this letter was not for and all other forms of trespass lain's
becomes
child
hoarse and the atti ck
posime?"
upon any of my ranches is
off and all danger and
may
be
warded
"Oh, yes It was. It went straight
tively forbidden by me and I anxiety avoided.
by mistake. That was all," said John.
'
"But what becomes of the invitation will prosecute any and all tres
"
to see 'Cyrano?' asked Edith.
passers under Section 39, StatConscience.
"Bother Cyrano!", cried John, now utes of New Mexico who are
A very strong feeling makes to itgrown entirely brave. "What I want
self a conscience of its own lias ita
to know is whether you accept the in- found trespassing in any man own piety ; just as much as the feeling
vitation to become Edith Salntsbury?" ner on any of my lands.
of the son towards the mother, which
will sometimes survive amid the worst
"I suppose I will have to, for I am
T. E. MITCHELL,
dying to sue 'Cyrano.' "
fumes of depravity. Exchange.
M.
N.
Albert,
f tf.
And thnt Is how it came about
(Copyright, 1917, by thn McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
Will sell twenty eight acres, FOR SALE:- - Good Ford 1917.

Peruvian return (currents. The prevailing winds are from the northwest
and went, and these, coming from the
warm regions of the I'neinc, condensf
Into fogs which the sailors call Cape
Horn blankets and which, ore the sure
forerunners of storms. The ntre !,
low levels to which the glaciers ol
Wouldn't Work.
Tierra del Kuego- descend, soil, thi "
"What happened to Dubberly? I
meeting of roiifllctlng winds of very
thought he was going to be a poet of
different temperatures, nre all direct,
highest type."
the
causes combining to make this the
"He staited In all right, but his apmost constantly stormy region in the
petite was too big."
world.

Department of the Interior, United
States Lund Ollice. Clayton, N. M.
December 7, 1917.
To the Heirs of Amos J. Cherry
de.
ceased of Springfield, III. Contestce-Yo- u
are hereby notitied that Cristiano Rigoni, who gives Roy,
as his Postoffica address, did,
on May 25th. 1917. (lo In this office hiá
duly rorrolKirated application to contest nnd secure the cancellation of your
,
nomestead entry, Serial number
mado April .Id, IDOS, for
and
Suction 10, Twp.21N.,Rng.2(S
E., N.M. P.M. and, as grouns for his
contest ho alleges that the heirs of said
mo9 J. Cherry have not resided on, .
said land nor cultivated Bame nor kept
up the improvements thereon since the
death of said entryman which occurred In or about the yeari'.'ll, that tho
names of the heirs of the said Amos J.
Cherry, deceased,
as nearly as this
contestant knows, are Mrs. Flora ba
ker, Ben v. Cherry and John Cherry,
all of whom reside, as contestant is in
farmed and bUioves, in Springfield,
Illinois, that he does not know the ages
of said heirs, but has reason to believe and docs believe that they are all
years of age.
over twenty-on- e
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed Ly you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
thin notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that timo
to file in this office due proof that vou
: have served
a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in per-so- n
or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the per- -'
son by whom the delivery was made
stating wnen and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postofiiee to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be uccompanietí
by the postmaster's receipt for tho
letter.
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"The House of Service"

Beared him.
The second letter which he had to
write was for a friend who was In
love and wished to send a beautiful

letter announcing this fact to the woman he adored, but did not know how
to do It. "Write me a letter, John,"
sold Dick, "as if you were writing to
your own girl." John endenvored to
follow out these, Instructions. He did
not know the name of Dick's sweet- heart, and In order to do his best ho
addressed the letter to Edith Crawford,
intending to lenve her name out when
he copied the letter. He found It easy
to write under these circumstances,
nnd when it wns concluded he read It
over and glowed with the beauty of It
He could find no fault-witIt, and he
felt that he could not improve upon it
by rewriting It. So what was the use
of rewriting it? Dick had to copy it
anyway in his own nervy hand. So
he took out a couple of envelopes and
addressed them and enclosed the letters, having forgotten all about leaV'
lng Edith Crawford's name in h'.s
friend's letter.
The next day at the bank he was
rung up by his friend Daniels. "I say,"
said Dick over the telephone, "you
didn't know that you sent me a letter
addressed to a friend of yours, did
youT What's up, anyway, old bov?"
John remembered then that he had
forgotten to erase Miss Crawford's
name, nnd he blushed through the
'phone as he replied:, "Oh, that's all
right. Just scratch her name out and
think It will do."
"You haven't given yourself awaj
have you?" said Dick.
Could it be that he swapped the let
ters and sent Edith's to Dick and
Dick's to Edith? The Idea was quit
amusing until he remembered thai
Edith's name was in the beautiful love
letter. It was Impossible that he could
have made such a mistake, but he was
vaguely uneasy about It, and that eve
ning he hastened out to Miss Crawford's to set the matter at rest.
lie found her In the drawing room
alone, and looking pensively Into tb
fire. How beautiful, how tender, hovr
dainty she was in the firelight glow I
He broke It awkwardly: "Did yon
get a letter from me?"
"Tes," she answered with adorabli
softness.
"Well, did I did you can you tell
me what I wrote I mean did I say?"
"I do not understand you, Mr,
Salntsbury," said Miss Crawford, rather distantly..
Pardon me, but I mean, did I ask
you In the letter you received whether

OF CONTEST

or less, portion of Cress
Addition to the town of Mills.
Blocks 18 and 19 platted, balance
f 28 acres unplatted. All ngur-- d
as acreage. Price $35. 00 per
rviymy
i:re. Acarees s.
French. N. M.
.tiore

See

it at Variety Machine Works

W2pd.

Roy, N. Mex.

RHODE
ISLAND RED
COCKERELS for SALE Enquire of G. D. Hall, Roy N.M.
--

Supposing
You Killed

a Man
or thought you had.
th consequences or

would you stay to faca
flee as did J. Montague
Smith? From the moment

the struggle for liberty
begins he la s.ri entirely
different character, resourceful, possessed of
all the
cave-ma-

ni

savage joy of the

before the

You should state in your answer tho
name of the postofficc to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Date of first publication, Dec. 15, 1!HI
- second
- 22 - -

Is

the title of the story

written around the adventures and experiences of Smith. It is the
new serial about to appear in this paper and
you will find it one of the
most interesting stories
you have read in along
time.

First
Installment
Soon

-

- -

-

Jan.

29 - 5 1918

Notice is hereby given, that 1, tiic
undersigned, Treasurer of the County
of Mora, of the State of New Me ico,
will offer for sale and sell, at tho Towrt
of Mora, Mora County, New Mexico,
on the 26th day of January, A. D. 1911
Ten (10) negotiable bonds of the denomination of Five hundred $500.00
dollars each, of School District no. 2
of the County of Mora, of the State of
New Mexico; said bonds to bocome due
not less than Twenty Í201 nor mera
than Thirty 30 years after date, anj
redeemable at the pleasure of the Schtol
Directors of School District No. 20. of
the County of Mora, at any timeufter
ten 10 years from the daté of said
bonds. Said bonds shall bear internet
at the rate of Six 6 percent per
interest payable
at the Office of the County Treasurer
of Mora County, New Mexico, in tho
Town of Mora, New Mexico; said bonia
will be sold to the highest and best bidder therefor, for cash. Provided, however, said Treaurer canuot accept any
bids for said bonds which is less thaa
Ninety "90" cents on the dollar.
aa-nu-

semi-annual-

CHARLES U. STRONG
Treasurer of Mora Count
State of New Mexico.
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NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOOL
BONDS, SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 20,
OF THE COUNTY OF MORA

deed that changed his
whole csxeer he was
just a smug, s&tisfied-with-IibanK cashier.
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NOTICE F0K PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 14, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Mrs Bella
Merry of Mosquero N. M. who on Dee.
17 1914 made HE No.
018967 for
J,

J,

Lots.

1, 2, 3 & 4

Secticm 2 Township

18N Range S8B
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof ta
establish claim to the land described,
before W H Willeox U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on the 18th day of Feb. 1911
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edward Hubbler
Candido Trujillo
Alfred H McGlothiin
Frank J. Smith
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.

Register

Go to the ROY CAFE for
A Good Square Meal.

First door South of the Bank
Roy, N. M.

.

